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Alrtel

To: SAC, Cincinnati (100-17985)

*ro»: Director. FBI (100-449923) All.

!'

'^IIFON G0*!TAIJ!ED

ABBOTT HOWAM>
<

TR>F?IIAlt, aka HSLui iC- U.CiAJJilEQ i

BATE ihikM^^l^Slf — ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)

ReCItel 3/18/69 captioned as above and Clalrtel ^*
3/26/69 bearing an ARL character enclosing LHH regarding ,

Hoffman's appearance at Sio Grande College in Rio Grande, Ohio. £
It is noted referenced LHH indicates Hoffman was

brought to the Rio Grande campus from the Antloch College campus,
Yellow Springs, Ohio. No information is contained in the LHM
concerning Hoffman's appearance or activities at Antloch College.

News clipping from 3/18/69 "Dayton Daily News"
previously furnished the Bureau contains information concerning
Hoffman's activities at Antioch College and also Indicates he
appeared at Wright State College.

Cincinnati should Immediately submit an LHM containing
complete Information concerning Hoffman's activities while in
Cincinnati territory.

1 - New York (100-161445) . , ' ^ iff

^\$)^/ n APR 10 JB8L

NOTE:

Hoffman appeared at Rio Grande College and disturbances
ensued in conjunction with his appearance. Be also reportedly
appeared at Antioch College and Wright State College. Cincinnati
instructed to Immediately submit dlsseminable communication conce:
these additional activities.

MAZLAOOmCZI TELETYPE UNIT
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MY 100-161445

^m^^mM!^m^^^^^s ŝsmMSSl l̂l̂ £m^ that ABBIE

HOFJMAN departe^romNewYorK by air shuttle to Chicago on the

9:00 a.m. flight. HOFFMAN went to Chicago for his court

appearance on Wednesday, April 9, 19o9> and planned to

return on Friday, April 11, 1969.
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CHICAGO VIA V^HINGTOH

Mr. n<T'.*<*—
Mr. M'Ar
Mr. BifcV-p

XfcV Conrad

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen JL.
Mr. SulKvan*.

—

Mr. TaveJ , >

Mr. Trotter

T«Je. Room
Miss Holmei
Mitt Candy—

1

AND CHICAGO

7 / CLASS. «MXT. BY »T><
X " lffiA5!OK-2»X.l II. 1-3.4

312 PMyORGENT 4-8-69 JLW dA -tE Qj

TO DIRECTOR 100-449923 105-157179 100-384411

(CODE)

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW /ORK 2P

o
ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN t AKA « SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)

(00 - NEW YORK) I JERRY CLYDE RUBIN, SM-C (KEY ACTIVITS)

(00 - NEW YORK) f DAVID DELLINGER, SM - ARL (KEY ACTIVIST)

(00 - NEW YORK).

REBUAIRTEL APRIL THREE , LAST.

\ V TKAT ABB1E H0FFHA N

DEPARTED ON NINE AM SHUTTLE FLIGHT TO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, Jff^&
FOR COURT APPEARANCE. "

"

BY MEANS OF A PRETEXT TELEPHONE CALL BY SA

TO JERRY RUBIN'S RESIDENCE ON APRIL E

INSTANT, J |HF NANCY XURSHAN,

RUBIN'S GIRLFRIEND, ADVISED RUBIN HAD LEFT THAT MORNING

FOR CHICAGO.

END PAGE ONE

IB APR 10 1969

I&apr« 1959

ENflAL
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PAGE TWO

CHICAGO REQUESTED TO ADVISE REV YORK OF TRAVEL PLANS

FOR HOFFMAN* RUBIN AND DELLINGER.

CHICAGO HAS BEEN TELEPHONICALLY ADVISED CONCERNING

THE DEPARTURE OF RUBIN AND HOFFMAN.

END

RNK R RELAY

FBI WASH DC
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DATE 'OF KEVlEf

Transmit the following i

III

AIRTEL «Ji:-.J

seetrVia »_t"-*.'I.ASSIFI£D

F B I

Date: 4/9/69 '-wv*

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-449923) j^0^
FROM: SAC, HEW YORK (100-l6l445)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFTMAN. aka
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)

ReNYairtel, V8/69.

4 t*» >h< AAffA
Referenced airtel reflects subject to be presently

A leaflet captioned "A Three Ring Circus to
Move the Movement " reflects that three functions will be
held on Saturday. 4/12/69 and Sunday. 4/13/69* at
339 Lafayette Street, NY, HY, the new headquarters for
the numerous peace groups in HYC. At one of these functions
a cocktail party is to be held from 4:oo to $*eo p.m.
on 4A2/69. The leaflet reflects ABBIE HOFFMAN as one
of the several individuals who invite all to attend that
function

2 i Bureau (RM)
1 - Hew Tori

Per
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Dote: VW69

Via

lowr nu;

AIBTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(PriorityI

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-l6l445)(F)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARlfilOFFMAN. AKA
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00: NY)

natter.
ReNYairtels, 4/8/69 and 4/9/69, In captioned

Referenced alrtel of 4/8/69, reflects subject
to be In Chicago, for court appearance on 4/9/69.

A review of the records of the Criminal C^urt
of the City of New York, Part 2B, 100 Centre Street,
SYC, on 4/10/69, disclosed that the subject is
scheduled to appear before that court on 4/11/69 with respect
to his arrest on 4/30/68, at Columbia University*

The HYO will follow subject's court appearance.

The Jackson Office by letter dated 4/7/69, captioned,
"Mississippi Youth Jubilee; SM-HEW LEFT", advised subject is
scheduled to attend first annual Mississippi Youth Jubilee, .

4/11-13/69, *t Edwards, Mississippi. ' C/*>

<\ The HYO by teletype dated 4/I0/69, has requested
A ' the Jackson Office totremain alert for subject's possible

appearance in Mississippi and to handle same in accordance*"
w_ith current Bureau instructions. -—

"

- Bureau jHjft / . aPRll 19**

Appi

7OA
Sent



( VIA TELETYPE

APR 10-369

ENCIPHEREDWA 22

FBI NEW YORK

9*00 PM URGENT 4-10-69 AVS

TO DIRECTOR^l00-449923, 176-54, AND CHICAGO AND JACKS

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM NEW YORK 100-161445, 176-6

ABBOTT HOWARD^HOFFMAN, AKA ABBY DIGGER, ABBE

HOFFMAN, ABBEY HOFFMAN, ABB IE HOFFMAN, ABBOTT HOFFMAN,

HOFFMAN, ABNER HOFFMANf SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST) (OOtNY)|

(PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) (OOtCG).

ABBY

ARL

Mr, Totson

Mr. r>'*L.'.ach

Mr- Mohr
Mr. Bishop
Mr* Casper—
Mr. Oailaha

Mr. Conrad
Mr. F \X ...

Mi n t

Mr. !; . n

M=. > in

/

RE JN LETTER APRIL SEVEN, LAST, CAPTIONED "MISS-

ISSIPPI YOUTH JUBILEE | SM-NEW LEFT", NO COPY FOR CHICAGO.

SUBJECT CURRENTLY ON BAIL IN CONNECTION WITH ANTI-RIOT

LAW INDICTMENT, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, AND HAS TRAVEL RESTIRCTIONS

mmMM 7
TO NEW YORK AND CHICAGO. RE LETTER" REFLECTS' SUBJECT

SCHEDULED TO APPEAR JACKSON AREA DURING PERIOD APRnr-EfeE¥EN_ia_

ONE THREE, NEXT. * APR 14 1969

BUREAU BY TELETYPE, APRIL THREE? LAST, ADVISErTOPARWEUI—

end page one ^
ALL E!!F0S0N CONTAINED

ft-
mm iZ UNCLASSIFIED

DATE/^vBY^gi



PAGE TWO

HAS REQUESTED IMMEDIATE INFORMATION ON MOVEMENT OF SUBJECTS

INDICTED IN CHICAGO OUTSIDE DISTRICTS TO WHICH THEY HAD

BEEN RESTRICTED AT TIME OF BOND SET, SUCH INFORMATION SHOULD

BE FURNISHED BY TELETYPE TO BUREAU AND CHICAGO AND OFFICE

OF ORIGIN OF SUBJECTS IMMEDIATELY.

DEPARTMENT ALSO REQUESTED WITNESSES BE IDENTIFIED AND

INTERVIEWED REGARDING PUBLIC STATEMENTS MADE BY SUBJECTS RE

GARDING THEIR INDICTMENTS SUCH AS PRESS CONFERENCES. SUBJECTS

SHOULD BE PERSONALLY OBSERVED BY AGENTS FOR TESTIMONY AS TO

THEIR UNAUTHORIZED TRAVEL. AGENT TESTIMONY HIGHLY DESIRABLE

AND VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTS IF AVAILABLE WHERE PERTINENT STATE*

MENTS ARE MADE BY SUBJECTS. DEPARTMENT PARTICULARLY INTERESTED

IN STATEMENTS WHICH MIGHT CONSTITUTE ADMISSION OR CO NTEM

P

T OF

COURT. BUREAU REQUESTED RESULTS IN FORM SUITABLE FOR DISSEM-

INATION WITH APPROPRIATE COPIES TO CHICAGO.

SUBJECT CURRENTLY IN CHICAGO AND PLANNING TO RETURN TO

NYC NIGHT OF APRIL TEN, INSTANT. SUBJECT HAS COURT

APPEARANCE ON LOCAL CHARGE IN NYC ON MORNING OF APRIL ELEVEN,

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

NEXT* SUBJECT APPARENTLY SCHEDULED TO ATTEND COCKTAIL PARTY

ON EVENING APRIL TWELVE, NEXT IN NYC.

JK REMAIN ALERT FOR SUBJECT'S POSSIBLE

ATTENDANCE AT MISSISSIPPI YOUTH JUBILEE, AND HANDLE IN

ACCORDANCE WITH ABOVE BUREAU INSTRUCTIONS. A PHOTOGRAPH

AND DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT BEING SENT BY AIRTEL TO JN*

SUBJECT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

END

WA...JDR R RELAY

FBI WASH DC

jCC-MR, ROSEN -f J) ^ .
"?7U^*-J



Option*l rom** m*

UNITED STA"^ GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
to : DIRECTOR, FBI DA',^/7/69

FROM SAC, JACKSON (100-1421) (P)

subject* MISSISSIPPI YOUTH JUBILEE
J

SM - NEW LEFT

Enclosed for rhe Bureau are eleven copies of

an LHM in captioned matter. One copy enclosed for USA,

Jackson, USA, Oxford, and Secret Service, Jackson. Two

copies enclosed for MIGp, Jackson. Copies being sent

to Memphis and New York.

Information copy of LHM furnished Memphis

Division, the office of origin for the Southern Student

Organizing Committee (SSOC). Information copy also

enclosed for New York in view of the fact that both ABBIE

hSfFMAN and PAUL KRASSNER mentioned in LHM are active in^

New York. No definite information obtained to date HOFFMAN

and KRASSNER will attend.

s?
CO
CO
w

\

o
o

LEADS

|
1

•

ailmmm chained

jacksqn Division HHiEH IS ONCLASSiifl •
,

AT EDWARDS. MISSISSIPPI

Will follow the activities of the Mississippi

Youth Jubilee, April 11-13, 1969, and advise the Bureau

of all pertinent details.

1 -

Bureau (Enc. 11) (RM)

(1 - ABBIO01Q1AJJ} V-yf?j a
(1- PAUL KRASSNER ,

* *
1 ^

Memphis (100-4046) (Enc. 1) (Info) ^g^-.
New York (Enc.» (Info) (RM)

f40A,kAJ^ .

Buy U.S. Savings Bends K/guIarfy •* tbt Paynll Savings Plan



( CONFIDENTIAL >

urrrc nri)ADTur\'T nr T^ilUNA 4iD .STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Jackson, Mississippi 39205

April 7, 1969

y

I.

- !!

fcj!

i !

1*4

MISSISSIPPI YOUTH JUBILEE

annua_„. ____Jissippi Youth Jubilee is scheduled to be held

April 11-13, 1969. Two persons scheduled to attend are

Abbie Hoffman and Paul Krassner.

-^^^r^ *e Jubilee is being sponsored^

by the Southern Student Organizing Committee (SSOC).

SAbbie Hoffman Is a white male. He received

T^BBeTorof Arts (BA) Degree from Brandies University

in June, 1959. Hoffman was a leader in the disruption

of a Democratic National Convention in Chicago in August,

1968, and was arrested on charges of disorderly conduct

and resisting arrest. In January, 1969, he was convicted

of resisting arrest and sentenced to one year's probation,

the first fifteen days to be served in jail. He is pre-

sently free on $1,000 appeal bond.

^ I Paul Krassner is a white male

from NevYork. He has Indicated continuing support and

sympathy for Fidel Castro's government and traveled to

Cuba In 1960.

The Mississippi Southern Student Organizing
Committee has utilized Mount Beulah Training Center,

Edwards, Mississippi, for their meetings fn tie past

and the source believes the Jubilee, if held, will be

held at Edwards, Mississippi.

confidHitial



CONFID^NTfAL0

MISSISSIPPI YOUTH JUBILEE

On April 7, 1969, an inquiry at Mount Beulah

Training Center, Edwards, Mississippi, revealed that a

group called Mississippi Youth Jubilee" had reserved

the facilities at Mount Beulah for the weekend April 11-

13, 1969.

A characterization of the Students For a

Democratic Society (SDS) and Southern Student Organizing

Committee (SSOC) appears in the appendix section of this

report.
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APPENDIX
1

c
"cONFli|ENTIAL

o

SOUTHERN STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (SSOC)

lip
that the Southern Student Organizing Committee (SSOC)
was formed on the weekend of April 3-5, 1964, to stim-
ulate activity of Southern student groups in areas of
civil rights, peace, academic freedom, civil liberties,
capital punishment, and unemployment. Originally, it was
to be a white counterpart of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC). It has agreed to work
with similar interested groups such as SNCC and Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS) and Southern Conference
Educational Fund, Inc. (SCEF). SSOC is a fraternal
affiliate of the SDS.

Beginning in the Fall of 1966, SSOC became
a membership organization and embarked on a campaign
to form local chapters on various college campuses
throughout the South. SSOC publishes, October through
May each year, a publication, "New South Student, M

which according to the above source has Increasingly
espoused and defended the pro-Communist and anti-
United States position on domestic and foreign policy.

SSOC continues to be headquartered at 1703 Portland
'Avenue, Nashville, Tennessee, and continues to defend
and espouse the pro-Communist and anti-United States
position with particular emphasis on attacking United
States policy In Vietnam and emphasis on attacking the
Selective Service System. Source two noted that SSOC

PP

APPENDIX

CQNFOT1AL



CONFIO

APPENDIX
2

SOUTHERN STUDENT ORGANIZING COMMITTEE (SSOC)

Chairman Thomas N. Gardner in the summer of 1967 traveled

to Prague, Czechoslovakia, where he met with representa-
tives of the National Liberation Front (NLF) and the

Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV), and that SSOC staff
members Bruce Smith and Alan Levin traveled to Cuba in
the summer of 1967 and February, 1968, respectively.

By letter dated April 26, 1968, on SSOC
letterhead mailed to the general SSOC membership over
the signature of Mike Welch, Executive Secretary of SSOC,

it was announced that as a step toward close relations
with the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) and
better communications with the movement nationally, SSOC
and SDS have worked out an exchange of the "New South
Student" and the "New Left Notes," and that SDS and SSOC
were exchanging contact lists of their respective member-
ships for this exchange.

. " (

The May, 1968, issue of ,!New South Student"
indicates that the SSOC mailing address is P, 0. Box 6403,
Nashville, Tennessee, 37212, Telephone Number 615-291-3537;
and the masthead describes the organization as "An asso-
ciation of young concerned Southerners dedicated to social
change," as taken from the preamble of the SSOC constitution

APPENDIX

CONF'll^TIAk
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CONFl\ENTiAL0

APPENDIX

STTiniTNTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) , as

it is known today, came into being at a founding convention
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an
association of young people on the left and has a current
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for

youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing
unnea otates lULetveiaiuii xii me wai jlh v^cuuaui, auu.

"radically transform" the university community, and provide
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a
representative of United Press International in San Francisco,
California, on May 14, 1965, described the SDS as a part ofM the "responsible left" which the Party has "going for us."

j

* At the June, 1965* SDS National Convention, an anticommunist
.. ^ proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the

October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes," the official
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. The national
headquarters of this organization as of July 24, 1968, was
located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago,
Illinois.
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FEDERAL BUREAU Of INVESTIGATION

COMMUNICATION SECTION

APR 11 1969

j

h

FBI WASH DC

FBI CHICAGO

1 1 49PM URGENT 4-10-69 LJP

TO DIRECTOR (100-449923) AND NEW YORK (100-161445)

FROM CHICAGO (100-45292)

Mr. Tolson

Mr. DeLoaeh-
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper

Mr. Callahaa-

Mr. Conrad.

-

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

Mr. Rosen

Tavel .

Mr* TvTier-
Tele* Booro_
Miss B Iniet.

Miss Gandy^

^ Mr T

ABB OTtHOWAFlD^ HOFFMAN, AKA. AM - A H A (KEY ACTIVIST) •

00: NEW YORK.

. .. >

THAT ABBIE HOFFMAN APPEARED AT

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE (NISC), CHICAGO, INSTANT

DATE FOR SPEECH, HOFFMAN SPOKE IN COLLEGE CAFETERIA FROM

APPROXIMATELY THREE TEN PM UNTIL NEARLY FIVE THIRTY PM.

APPROXIMATELY THREE HUNDRED STUDENTS WERE PRESENT. HOFFMAN

GAVE SHORT TALK AGAINST WAR IN VIET NAM AND THEN ANSWERED

QUESTIONS FROM AUDIENCE AND SPOKE WITH SMALL GROUPS OF

HOFFMAN MADE^TUDENTS.

THERE WERE NO INCIDENTS

NO DEROGATORY/REMARKS /B/JUI FBI.

, DEMONSTRATIONS OR AFfRESTS. USA,
3

^ SECRET SERVICE, ONE HUNDRED THIRTEENTH MI GROUP ADVISED,

- i o CHICAGO PD AWARE.

END PAGE ONE

REQ-103

•

allmmm contained

HERZ!?J fS UNCLASSIFIED ,

IS APR IS 1369
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PAGE TWO CG 100-449923

IITED AIR LINES,

0 *HARE FIELD, CHICAGO, ADVISED AT NINE FIFTYFIVE PM INSTANT

HOFFMAN ON UAL FLIGHT FOUR SIX EIGHT LEAVING 0*HARE AT TEN PM

CST TO ARRIVE KENNEDY AIRPORT, NEW YORK, AT TWELVE FORTY FIVE AM

EST APRIL ELEVEN NEXT.

ADMINISTRATIVE

RE NEW YORK TEL APRIL EIGHT LAST,

K^^S^SB^^^^^^^^^S^^^ B^EAU AND NEW YORK WILL BE

ADVISED IF ANY FURTHER DETAILS OF APPEARANCE AND SPEECH BY HOFFMAN

SECURED BY CHICAGO. NO LHM BEING SUBMITTED AT THIS TIME.

END

BJP

FBI WASH DC
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4/11/69

Airtel

kit.To: SACs, Chicago (100-45292)

Fvom: Director, FBI (100-449923) t>

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, aka
SM - ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)

ReCGtel 4/10/69 concerning subject's appearance at
Northeastern Illinois State College*

Chicago should endeavor to obtain any further
particulars concerning remarks made by Hoffman and upon
completion of further logical investigation submit an LHM
containing full information regarding Hoffman's activities
while in Chicago territory.

67c-
NOTE :

1

Hoffman is Priority I Security Index subject
of New York Office and has been designated a Key Activist.
He was recently indicted by Federal Grand Jury, Chicago, for
his part in disturbances at time of Democratic National Convention,
Chicago reported by teletype information concerning Hoffman's
appearance at a college in Chicago.

alljssmm contained

MiS UNCLASSIFIED
,
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VIA TELETYPE

APSl 11969

)

Mr. T«t»

Mr. peL-aeK-

Mr. Mohr
Mr- B"»V..'P

—

Mr. Caster.—

Mr. CalUhsn_

Mr. Crnra.i.-

Mr. Felt..

WA— 02-- 100AM RSH

H

URGENT 4-11-69 RSH

TO DIRECTOR (100-449923), NEW YORK, AND NEWARK

(NEW YORK AND NEWARK VIA WASHINGTON)

FROM CHICAGO (100-45292)

Mr. Trotter-

Tele. Boom

—

M'»sa Holmea.

Miss G*ndy-

o
ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN » AKA. SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)

00 I NEW YORK.

NITED AIR LINES, O'HARE

FIELD, CHICAGO ADVISED ELEVEN THIRTYFIVE PM APRIL

TEN LAST, SUBJECT DID NOT LEAVE ON UAL FLIGHT NUMBER

FOUR SIX EIGHT AS THIS FLIGHT DELAYED DUE TO MECHANICAL

DIFFICULTY. SUBJECT LEFT ON UAL FLIGHT NUMBER THREE

ONE EIGHT WHICH LEFT O'HARE TEN THIRTYFIVE PM TO ARRIVE NEWARK

ONE EIGHTEEN AM APRIL ELEVEN INSTANT.

SUBJECT BELIEVED USING NAME OF REVERENDSqNNY.

END

lO APR 151969
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4*9923) 4/1V59

C, HEW YORK (100-l6l**45) (P)

ABBOTT HOWARD HOfTOAH "^J^f-^,

[. 1-2.4 SB

8M-AKA
KEY ACTIVIST) M
00:HEW YORK)

Aid fiild offices
advised byRwngp^

Vie Boston Office Old not furnish the Identity of the
employee receiving the Infomation from the Probate Court,
Worcester, Massachusetts on 9/12/68.

SA
call to
7/30/68,

BSS, 1TCPD. furnished
e subject to KA

J conducted the pretext telephone^Tv> I
st^^eCottoj^iarns. Incorporated, on

_ BSS, IYCPD furnished information f
esubject on 11/lVoY to 8a] | J I

4p-"**m* (Incl. AO) (HM)
JT- lev YOTk {XOOf165269 (A1TTA BOFPNAH) (42)

lieai
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COHFIDENTIAL

.
ILL ISTOTOflTIOK COKTAIRD
•ABBIS IS USCLASSI>l*i;
SCOT Iffi&tE SHOWS

BY

FEDERAL BUBEAU OF INVESTIGATION j

^XfiFilf 100-449923
P *

W BiSOI-TCIH II. 1-2,

sats oar uvui
Abbott Howard Hoffaan

^ Courthouse

j

-r.-

Frobate Court, Worcester County
., .w*.«rfter, Massachuactts, advised

on September 12, 1968, that court dockeTliuBber 34226 reflect*
that SheiIE£f&rfaan was granted a divorce decree nisi frost

Abbott^6ffaan on Koveaber 4, 1966, on grounds of cruel and
abusive treatment. Mrs. Hoffaan *e divorce suit was not contested
and it was agreed by both parties that $72.00 wouldbe paid
per aonth by Abbot b jlOTfaan for support of Sheila-'tfoffaan and
two children, .Andrew, born December 31* I960 and Ilia, born -
Horeaber 19, 1962 of which $22.50 will be paid to the children.
According to the decree, Abbott Hoffaan has visitation rights.

Ihe above decree reflects that the Hoffaans were aarried f)
10, I960, In Proridence, Bhode Island. ^XfJcS~\JL-^

"this document contains neither recommendations nor
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of investigation (FBI).
It la the property of the FBI and is loaned to your agency;
It and Its contents are not to be distributed outside your

*4rTR0mAXZlQBCTB Tv
• ear; tiilv omcxs • .1

r

ADVTSE5FT80UT1S9

-""Mm***
from
Downgrading

ation

ISO o Jim
^ - - • * - » *

11
UNFIDENWAL WaOSURE /So. ?/??A3-S/
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t Howard Hoffman CoUhftENTIAL

The records of the Marriage Record Bureau, Hew York,
Hew York, were reviewed on June 26. 1968 by Investigative Clerk
(IC) William J. Paul end revealed the following information
under certificate number 12461:

^—Z*i.% Abbott HJ&offman, residence 30 St. Narks Place,
'Hew York City, born November 30, 199o, Worcester, Jtessachusjetts,
occupation - writer, parents JohJX^Hoffman, born Russia and
Plorence^tfoffman neer'Schanberg,.born Clinton, Massachusetts,
end Anita Syf*Bshner,'residence 30 St. Narks Place, New York,
New York, born Narch 16, 1942, Baltimore, Maryland, occupation^
writer, /parents Silas A^fKushner, born Hew_York end Leah B. *w

)
F^shnei/nea^^ank, born New York, were Harried on July 2, /
I967 n? Rabbi Nathan A. Perilman, 150 Bast 69th Street,
New York, New York.

The records revealed that this was Abbott Hoffman's
second marriage and that his first marriage was to Sheila
Karklin, which ended in divorce in Nay, 1967 in Massachusetts*
on the grounds of mental cruelty and that Abbott Hoffman was
the defendant.

lhe records also revealed
Hoffman's first marriage.

that this was Anita

Abbott Hoffman, when interviewed by Special
Investigation (PBIj
on September 6. l>w,
to New York City, be opened

9%m% to m\l pr«t»ci§ of the Mississippi poor people

ADDOit boxnan, wnen &n*«
fSASj of the Federal Ritaau of 1

mmB(BlNMand I *
advised that wnen Re First came

4*
1 Av*nW

ahd that he sold this •tore a year ago for
sopj.0 me

fSmaflon
\ been employed as a clerk

by the Cotton Tarns. Incorporated, 595 5th Avenue, New York
City, since i960.

By means of a suitable pretext conducted by a
Agent of the FBI on July 30. 1968, it was determined
Cotton Yarns. Incorporated is a business owned by Nliae
Nmshner, Anita Hoffman's father.

lal
t the

.2-

C0NFI1ENTIAL



1FIDENTIALAbbott Howard Hoffman

It was further determine* that Anita Hoffman has only
worked there at intermittent periods on a part-time basis
and that she is not currently employed there.

The March 19, 1969 issue of the Manhattan Hew
York City Address Telephone Directory contains a listing
for the Cotton Yarns., Incorporated at 389 5th Avenue, New
York City.

A representative of the Bureau of Special Services
(BSS), New York City Police Department (NYCPD), advised on
October 11, 1967, that Abble Hoffman was fired from a Job
with the New York City Youth Board a few weeks previously.
Hoffman was hired by the City of New York at a salary of
$100.00 per week in a program instituted by Mayor John V.
Lindsay wherein people who were on the "inside 1

' of neighborhood
activity could furnish information to the city of possible
neighborhood trouble spots.

On November 15, 1967, a representative of the BSS,
NYCPD, advised that Abbie Hoffman listed his occupation
as a poet when he was arrested by the NYCPD on November 14,
1967. c

CONPIRIDENTlALA CONJtaTIAL



FBI WASH DC*

$*l INu'pOLS

536PM URl r NT 4/15/6

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

V. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION.

APR 15 1969

TELETYPE *

TO

OJS

rROH /INDIANAPOLIS (105-4339)

ABBIE^foFFMAN. YOUTH INTERNATIONAL PARTY, VIDEM<

Mr. Tola

Mr D«Loach-
Mr. Mohr
Mr, Bishop

—

Mr. Casper

—

Mr. Callahan.

Mr. Conrad_
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale.

Mr. Rosen

Mr. Sulli

Mr. Tavei

—

Mr. Trotter—

Tele. Boom

—

Miss Holmes.

Mias Gandy-

is

SUBJ ARRIVING PURDUE AIRPORT, WEST LAFAYETTE, IND., TWO

FIFTYFIVE Prt THIS DATE ON ALLEGHENY FLIGHT FIVE FOUR THREE FRO

CHICAGO. WILL BE IMMEDIATELY TRANSPORTED ST, JOSEPH COLLEGE,

RENSSELAER, IND., FOR SPEECH NINE PM THIS DATE, INVITED BY

STUDENT GOVERNMENT OF COLLEGE, WILL RETURN LAFAYETTE, IND, ONE

THIRTY AM APRIL SIXTEEN NEXT AND STAY HOLIDAY INN, LAFAYETTE.

DEPARTS PURDUE AIRPORT TWELVE FORTYTWO PM, APRIL SIXTEEN NEXT,

ON ALLEGHENY FLIGHT FIVE FOUR FOUR FOR CHICAGO. SECURITY

POLICE, ST. JOSEPH COLLEGE, ANTICIPATE NO PROBLEM. PURDUE

UNIVERSITY PD, WEST LAFAYETTE PD, LAFAYETIE PD, AND USSS,

INDIANAPOLIS, NOTIFIED.

INDIANAPOLIS WILL REPORT ANY PERTINENT ACTIVITIES.

LHM FOLLOWS,

AM COPY NEW YORK.
imi

t . AIMFMHN C58TAM&
Lie onkikclotd

,

940
<4



FD-36 (R.v. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date: 4/11/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)-

—

FROM: SAC, NEW YORKj^OO~l6l445)(P)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD lECF FMAN, eka
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(Oflfc NY) I

ReNYairtel, 4/I0/69. in captioned matter,
ReCGtel, 4/10/69, captioned, "Disturbances in Connection
with the Democratic National Convention; AHL".

On 4/11/69, SA|
observed the sul fee

and
a.m. enter

Part 2B of the Criminal Court of the City of New York,
Room 411 , 100 Centre Street, NYC, where the subject was
scheduled to appear for trial in connection with his
arrest at Columbia University, NYC, on 4/30/6$, on charges of
Criminal Trespassing and Resisting Arrest*

1)

andAt 11:30 a.m., SAS
HOFFMAN leave the court room and procee
of the building.

d to th
observed

he elevators

Co
SA
vac

At 11:40 a.m.,.
Room 409, 100 Cent «ew York City, advised

hat the arresting officer of HOFFMAN was on
ywavwu and that, therefore, HOFFMAN'S case had been continued
by the court for 0/23/69.

Q. Bureau fRM)
2 - Chicago (160-45292) (RM)
1. - Mew York.

nt in Charge

flllillilBI l,

KtRLCi tS OKCLASCIFEO ~Jgf-.



ny 100-161445

A rally was held at the NewYork City Criminal
Courts Building. 100 Centre Street, NYC, from 9;00 a.m.
to/:00 p.m. on 4/11/69, in support of 21 Black Panther
Party members arrested by the NYCPD on 4/2/69*11 BSS, NYCPD, advised
on 4/11/69, that ABBUS HOFFMAN was arrested in the corridor
of 100 Centre Street, NYC, by the NYCPD during the above
demonstration and charged with disorderly conduct, resisting
arrest and felonious assault*

The above information was set forth in NY teletype
to the Bureau, 4/11/69, captioned, "Disturbances Arising
Out ^Demonstration in Support of Black Panther Party, New York
City, 4/11/69, Haclal Matters."

Re Chicago teletype reflected that the subject
was ordered by the USDC in Chicago to provide the USA
in Chicago with any travel plans, itineraries, (fetes,

approximately times and means of transportation and places
at which he will reside during such travel, or if
no such address is available in advance, where the defendant can
be reached.

LEAD

CHICAGO0

AT CHICAGO. ILLINOIS.

Will keep close liaison with the USA, NDI, in
order to obtain contemplated travel plans of the subject
and will immediately advise the Bureau, NYO aid appropriate
offices.

-2-



5-22-64)

liElSIJ IS UNCLASSIFIED _ fb.

4/14/69

Transmit the following in
(Type in plaintext or code)

i Via AIBXELl.

PROM:

SUBJECT:

(Priority)

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4^.9923)

SAC, NEW YORK^lOO-161445) (?)

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka

ReNYairtels, 4/9/69, and 4/H/69, In captioned matter.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 15 copies of an LHM
regarding subject's activities. Five copies of the LHH are
enclosed for Chicago,

On 4/12/69, SAS^| fcnd
observed the entrance to th^ouTTalng at ^39 Lafayette street,
NY, NY, where a cocktail party was scheduled for the new head-
quarters for the numerous peace groups in NYC and did not ob-
serve the subject enter*



NY 100-16U*I|5

The "At Random" television program aired on 5/12/68,
in Chicago, Illinois, was monitored by the Chicago Office*
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

in Kepi/, neat* nejtr to

nit Afa. Buflle 100-U1;9923
NYfile 100-1611^5

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
New York, New York

^April *. 1969 sgst^j^.
ON

*

Abbott Howard Hoffman
Security Matter - Anarchist

prll 14- > ivov» tnaL iron 11:1^ a.m. to LdtWy p.m.

on that date, Abbott Hoffman held a press conference at the
office of "The East Village Other", a New York City weekly
newspaper in New York City, During this press conference,
Abbott Hoffman stated that on April 17, 1969, he would announce
his support for New York City Mayor John Lindsay in his re-
election campaign,

Abbott Hoffman also stated that the Federal Bureau
of Investigation (FBI) has been harassirg him and cited an
incident in Chicago, Illinois, one week ago, where he claimed
that an FBI Agent named Hall monitored a conversation that he,
Hoffman, had had with his attorney in the Federal Building in
Chicago, Illinois, i

noi 1 man
;hat Marw.^esnTck,
j _ ^ - Zuuo3 uvu rvjuw r*'Ui« esA*vA

who was

inform

g ^ h 1^ P

Abbott Hoffman also stated that
at the press oonferene-, —

met him/tbAday before, had been harassed by the FBI to
on him/ (/ J

Abbott Hoffman also stated that when the New York
City Police Department raided the store which is not owned by
him on East 5th Street in JTew York City recently, he was
arrested for illegal possession of weapons although he was not
at the store at the time of the raid.

Abbott Hoffman stated that the Columbia Broadcasting
System has censored him off of their programs*

Ihis document cos^.
rec oirse^/

3
tit i or.s nor cciv. lasions

Of tto 131. It is property

Of tho 731 c^A is Isr^cd to your
, * < + c r?ntfinta are

"At Random" television program was aired on
the Columbia Broadcasting System Television rnNnPl rrjT

(CBS-TV), Channel Two, Chicago, Illinois, with?**IBtt
Moderator John Madigon. Among the participants
on part two of these programs was Abbie Hoffmnn,
who identified himself as a representative of



.1\

Abbott Howard Hoffmen
Security Matter - Anarchist

the Youth International Party (YIP).
During the ensuing discussion, Hoffman
was asked if he was in favor of the
overthrow of the United States (US)
Government by the Moderator and Hoffman
replied that he was in favor of the
the overthrow of the US Government by
any means possible.

f?lilliElJlFllT t . i



(
VIA TELETt, f

APR 1 5 196^^
ENCIPHERED

WA...18

FBI NEW YORK

7-22 PM URGENT 4-15-69 WPK

To' DIRECTOR 100-449923 - 176-34, CHICAGO AND INDIANAPOLIS <CO]

Mr Trtmm
Mr. DeLoadt^
Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop

Mr. Casper—

-

Mr. Callahan-.

Mr. Conrad

—

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale

r. SuiiivanJ*

Tare*

—

Trotter

Tele. Room.

—

in Holmes
fca Gandy.-

ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON

FROM NEW YORK 100-161445 176-6

o.
ABBOTT HOWARD IfOFFMAN, AKA ABBY DIGGER, FREE, ABBE ^
HOFFMAN, ABBEY HOFFMAN, ABB IE HOFFMAN, ABBOTT HOFFMAN, ABB^

HOFFMAN, ABNER HOFFMAN} SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST) (OO-NEW YORK) ; ARL

(PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) (OO-CHICAGO)

REBUTEL, APRIL ELEVENTH, INSTANT, CAPTIONED, "DIS-

TURBANCES IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION,

ARL OFFICE OF ORIGINt CHICAGO^.

SUBJECT CURRENTLY ON BAIL IN CONNECTION WITH ANTI

-RIOT LAW INDICTMENT, CHICAGO; ILLINOIS.

REFERENCED BUREAU TEL INSTRUCTED

ITINERARIES, ACTIVITIES, NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS,

IF AVAILABLE, ALONG WITH WITNESSES WHO CAN TESTIFY TO SUBJECT'S

IPPINGS, 'VERBATIM, TRANSCRIPTS

COMMENTS, DESIRED WHENEVER SUBJECT MAKES A PUBLIC APPEARANCE.
* AP* 17 1969

AGENT TESTIMONY HIGHLY DESIRABLE.

end page ok . ^% m^mmmtmm, ~~\

TtLElYPED TO:^ \&>f amHtaafrs' A



PAGE TWO

COMMENTS CONCERNING SUBJECT'S CHICAGO TRIAL

SITUATION ALSO DESIRED. ANY OF ABOVE DATA TO BE

SUBMITTED BY DISSEMINATING TYPE LHM. SUBJECT PER CHICAGO

FEDERAL COURT MUST NOTIFY THAT COURT OF ANY TRAVEL MADE WHEN

SUBJECT LEAVES HOME, NEW YORK CITY AREA*

SUBJECT OBSERVED BY SPECIAL AGENT AM, INSTANT

DATE, DURING APPEARANCE AT NEW YORK CITY CRIMINAL COURT BUILDING

REGARDING LOCAL ARREST MATTER. COOPERATIVE COURT ATTENDANT

ADVISED SPECIAL AGENT OF NYO ON PM THIS DATE SUBJECT'S

LOCAL ATTORNEY COMMENTED SUBJECT SCHEDULED TO DEPART NEW

YORK CITY SHORTLY AFTER NOON APRIL FIFTEENTH, INSTANT, BY PLANE

NEW YORK CITY AIRLINES SERVICING INDIANA CONTACTED

BY NYO APRIL FIFTEENTH, INSTANT, WITH NEGATIVE RESULTS*

END PAGE TWO



PAGE THREE

INDIANAPOLIS IS REQUESTED TO CONTACT LOGICAL

ESTABLISHED SOURCES AND DETERMINE POSSIBILITY SUBJECT HAS

SPEAKING ENGAGEMENT IN INDIANAPOLIS TERRITORY. POSSIBILITY

SUBJECT COULD BE INVITED SPEAKER AT ONE OF MANY INSTITUTIONS

OF HIGH EDUCATION IN INDIANAPOLIS TERRITORY,

SUBJECT IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS*

RACE WHITE, SEX MALE, DATE OF BIRTH, NOVEMBER

THREE ZERO , NINENTEEN THIRTY SIX, PLACE OF BIRTH, WORCESTER,

MASSACHUSETTS, HEIGHT FIVE FEET SIX INCHES, WEIGHT, ONE

HUNDRED THIRTY FIVE POUNDS, HAIR BROWN (LONG, CURLY), BUILD

THIN, EYES, BROWN, COMPLEXION, SWARTHY, PECULIARITIES,

LARGE PROMINENT NOSE.

REFERENCED BUREAU TEL INSTRUCTED THAT NO SURVEILLANCE

BE CONDUCTED OF SUBJECT WITHOUT BUREAU AUTHORITY. HOWEVER,

AGENTS SHOULD BE PRESENT WHEREEVER POSSIBLE WHEN PUBLIC STATEMENTS

ARE MADE BY SUBJECT. A PHOTOGRAPH OF SUBJECT BEING SENT BY

AIRTEL TO INDIANAPOLIS. SUBJECT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED ARMED

AND DANGEROUS.

END

WA JDR R RELAY

FBI WASH DC



FD-3» («»». S-2J-64)
i -

F B I

Date: 4/16/6

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

HEREIN IS IKIMiFiH)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-161445) (P)

O
SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka

SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00.-NEW YORK)

Re New York airtel, 4/15/69, in captioned letter.
Indianapolis teteype to Bureau, Chicago and New York,
4/15/69-

Referenced airtel reflects subject to be in
Lafayette, Indiana.

The Indianapolis Ofrice by teletype dated,
4/15/69, in captioned matter advised the NYO and the
Chicago Office that subject was to proceed via private
owned vehicle to Chicago, 4/15/69, where he is to be
lodged at Lincoln Hotel after his arrival at approximately M
2:00 A.M. Central Standard Time on 4A6/'69. *" I ^ if

- Bureau
(

- New York
1 - New York
1 - New York

(INV)
'

) (ANITA HOFFMAN) (#42)
-—

4 APR 37 «*
j



NY 100-161445

a Mtrh „ i i in ii I mm^mmmmmnJs IRfitl reflecting fcfa high scnoox conrerence to be Held ^1^/69, at St.
w

Mark's Church, on 2nd Avenue and 10th Street. New York
?MY> f

,
rom 10:00 A -M - to 6 ' 00 P.M., sponsored by theNational Emergency Civil Liberties Committee, New York Hi*hSchool Student Union, and "The Realist." Four work-

shops were listed. ABBIE HOFFMAN was among nine individuals
listed as paticipants.



FD-36 (Rev. 5-22-64)

C

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

I
t

F B 1

Date:
4/15/69

(Type in plaintext or code)

-, -|

(Priority)

if

i£22 A

TO: DIRECTOR | FBI (100-449923)

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (100-45292) (P)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD°HOFFHAN f aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)

c^y 00: NEW YORK

J'
In conference on 4/14/69 with the SAC. Chicago

concerning the prosecution of 8 individuals, including"
HOFFMAN i under the ARL, in connection with the disorder
during the Democratic National Convention (DNC), USA,
THOMAS FORAN has requested information on the writings,
public statements and publications of these individuals,
to be used in cross examination* y

Particularly USA FORAN stated he was interesje^f
in obtaining statements which show:

>
a.

C

i.

2.

3.

Subject's approval of violence to achieve
political aims.

Subject's radical political attitudes concerning
the destruction of American democracy and •

statements which highlight the radical means
advocated by subject to achieve bis goals.

/

Statements by subject regarding the DNC *

and his statements regarding his indictment.

OP- Bureau (RM)
1 - 176-34 (RM)

4 - New York (100-161445) (RM)
2 - 176-6 n_

2 - Chicago °EC-3^ M
fc 176-28 ^ B^irS^

tumm
W« 17 1969

iiaif



CG 100-45292

4. Statements by subject regarding tbe
desirability of, or bis intentions to "bait"
the police and law enforcement authorities to
"over react" to the disorders at the DNC.

The New York Office should review its files
and conduct such other investigation as it necessary to obtain
the above described materia. Material of this nature already
in the possession of the Chicago Office need not be submitted.

Where lengthy articles or books written by the
subject are being submitted, a brief summary of the pertinent
sections should accompany these items.

In order that this material may be readily
available to USA FORAN, it must be submitted to the
Chicago Office by 5/15/69.



VA -—26—-
FBI NEW YORK

6135 PH UR&ENT 4-16-6$ AWS

VIA TELETYPE"1-

i.PP.1 6
'

ENCIPHERED
0

TO DIRECTOR 100-449923, 176-34, CHICAO AND INDIANAPOLIS (PLAIN)
/
CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON

-FROM NEW YORK 100-161442, 176-6

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN AKAj SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)

00: NY) | ARL (PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) (OOt CG).

RE NY TEL TO BUREAU, CHICAGO AND

IP APRIL FIFTEEN LAST AND NY TEL CALL TO IP APRIL

FIFTEEN LAST.

ON APRIL FIFTEEN LAST SUPERVISOR

OF THE NYO RECEIVED A TELEPHONE CALL

[ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE IN RENSSELAER,

INDIANA, HE ADVISED THAT HE HAD LEARNED THAT ABBOTT

HOFFMAN WAS SCHEDULED TO APPEAR AT

NINE PM ON APRIL FIFTEEN LAST AT ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE AND THAT

SOME ARRANGEMENTS HAD BEEN MADE TO TAPE OR TELEVISE THIS

APPEARANCE,

HE ALSO ADVISED THAI K^^HAD^ LEARNED THjAT^JHREE BUS

SEVERE C^mYN^G TO^KE Ic^bVTH^/"

*r. To
Mr. DeLoadi -

Mr. Motor

Mr. Bishop ,

Mr. Casper-

Mr. Callahan

Mr. Conrad
Mr. Felt

Mr. Gale-
Mr. Ttn*m /
Mr. SullivaZ—
Mr. Tavel

Mr. Trotter

Tele. Room
Miaa Holm**
Mia* Candy

LOADS OF BLACK PANTHERS

WEEKEND OF APRIL NINETEEN TO TWENTY NEXT FROH CHIC

«. THAI RESERVATIONS HAD»^WjjjggQ
A90,'

~

END PAGE ONE J&Jl»M U^rT 7

/



PAGE TWO

IP HANDLE HOFFMAN'S APPEARANCE IN

ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS SET OUT IN RE NY TEL,

CG SHOULD ADVISE INP OF ANY CONFIRMING

DATA RE THE THREE BUS LOADS OF BLACK

PANTHERS GOING TO ST. JOSEPH'S COLLEGE.

END

WA...JDR R RELAY

FBI WASH DC



FD-36 (R«t. $-22-64)

Transmit the following In

AIRTELVia

*

V

F B 1

Date: ^/n 5/59

I

j

)
j

(Type in plaintext or code)
J

(Priority)

I

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-M+9923)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-1 61¥+5) (P)

OFFMAN akaABBOTT HOWARD
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00: NEW YORK)

Re NY airtels, M711/69 and h/lk/69, in captioned
^ > matter*
-» *- /%

X ? & Enclosed for the Bureau are 15 copies cf an LHM
o regarding subject's activities. Five copies of the LHM

J& £ are enclosed for Chicago.

5? SA
•»-Hthe subject a
- ^on »*/11/69.

na]
id

Jourt o

information to SA

SA

_^ bserve^
y'of New York/? r

PSS, NYCPD, furnished
on V11/69.

btained the information from
Court, Room W09» 100 Center

/15/69.

SA^^^^^^£S^^Bobserved subject at the Criminal
Court of the City or New York on V15/69, and also reviewed
the records of the Criminal Court of the City of New York
on V15/69.

The information regard
travel to Indiana
M15/69 under the

Lng subject's scheduled
was set forrayin NY teletype to the Bureau,

BBOTT HOFFMAN) v

3 - Chicago (100-^5292) (Encls. 5) (RM)
(1-176-28),

f3/- Bureau (Encls^ (1-176-3*0 (f

1 - New York
iv York

Approved:

Spei

ABBOTT HOFFMAN)
-H5292) (Encls.

iNv) yip

ITE

A APR 16 1969

in Ch.



NY 100-1 61M+

5

The "At Random" television program aired 5/12/68
in Chicago, 111., was monitored at the Chicago Office.

The NYO will follow Court proceedings concerning
ABBOTT HOFFMAN.

The Indianapolis ©files telephonieslly advised
on that the sublet Is presently at the University
of Purdue, Lafayette, Indiana and his appearance Is being
covered by that office*



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

inRtpiy.Pt^eKef-* New York, New York
nun, April 15, 1969

Buflle 100 449923
NYfile 100 l6l445

Abbott Howard Hoffman
Security Matter - Anarchist

(

(

On April 11, 1969, Special Agents (SAs) of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) observed Abbott
Hoffman at 10:00 a.m. enter Part 2B of the Criminal Court
of the City of New York, Room 4ll, 100 Centre Street, New
York City, where Hoffman was scheduled to appear for trial
in connection with his arrest at Columbia University, New
York City, on April 30, 1969, on charges of Criminal
Trespassing and Resisting Arrest.

At 11:30 a.m., the SAs of the FBI observed Hoffman
leave the court room and proceed to the elevators of the
building.

At 11:40 a.m., an official of the Criminal Court
_ ; advised en SA of the FBI that the arresting officer of

Hoffman was on vacation and that, therefore, Hoffman's case
had been continued by the court for June 23, 19^9.

-~J A representative of the Bureau of Special Services
(BSS) of the New York City Police Department (NYCPD) advised
on April 11, 1969, that a rally was held at the New York

^ City Criminal Courts Building, 100 Centre Street, New York
,

I City, from 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on that date in support
of 21 Black Panther Party (BPP) members arrested by the
NYCPD on April 2, 1969.

The representative of the BSS, NYCPD, further
advised that Abbie Hoffman was arrested in the corridor of
100 Centre Street, New York City, by the NYCPD at approximately
11:40 a.m. on April 11, 19*>9, and charged with Disorderly
Conduct, Resisting Arrest end Felonious Assault.

A cherecterization of the BPP
is attached hereto.

Aimi'ORMATiON «JHED ^ , 0
ke^isumasmd ,

^



Abbott Hoffman
Security Matter - Anarchist

On April 15, 1969, an SA of the FBI observed
Abbott Hoffman and his attorney, Gerald Lefcourt, enter
Part 2B of the Criminal Court of the City of New York, Room
4ll, 100 Centre Street, New York City, at 10:00 a.m. Hoffman
was observed leaving the court room at 10:30 a.m.

An official of the Criminal Court advised en SA
of the FBI on April 15, 1969, that on April 11, 1969*
Aubott Hoffman made an appearance at the court, but that he
did not wait for the calendar on his case to be called.
Although when called, the C8se was continued to June 23,
1969, at the request of the District Attorney. The court
official advised further that because Hoffman left the court
on April 11, 1969, a bench warrant was issued for his
appearance on April 15, 1969* at which time he was notified
officially that the matter had been continued for June 23,
1969. The court official also advised that Hoffman's attorney,
Gerald Lefcourt, commented that Hoffman was scheduled to
depart New York City shortly after noon on April 15, 19^9,
by plane for a "speaking engagement in Indiana. 11

On the evenings of May 11 and 12, 196B, the
"At Random" television program was aired on the Columbia
Broadcasting System Television (CBS-TV) > Channel Two,
Chicago, Illinois, with Moderator John Madigon. Among the
participants on part two of these programs was Abbie Hoffman,
who identified himself as a representative of the Youth
International Party (YIP) . During the ensuing discussion,
Hoffman was asked if he was in favor of the overthrow of the
United States (US) Government by the Moderator and Hoffman
replied that he was In favor of the overthrow of the US
Government by any means pogsible.

The March, 1969, issue of" "Rights r self-described,
is a publication of the National Emergency Civil Liberlties
Committee (NECLC), on page 12, reoprted that on February 1

(1969), the NECLC welcomed Gerald?%efcourt to its staff as
Legislative Director* >» r*v-V-'*V

A characterization of NECLC is
attached hereto.



Abbott Hoffman
Security Matter - Anarchist

A review of the records of the Criminal Court of
the City of New York, Part 1D, on April 15, 1969, disclosed
the following data regarding the arrest of Abbott Hoffman by
the NYCPD on April 11, 1969*

(1.) Docket Number B 95**7

Abbott Hoffman was arrested by Patrolman BRIAN
MULHEREN of the NYCPD on April 11, 1969, in the lobby of
100 Center Street, New York City, when he refused to l*ave
the lobby when ordered. Hoffman was charged with resisting
arrest, harassment, disorderly conduct, and obstructing
governmental administration. Hoffman was arraigned before
New York City Judge Arthur Goldberg on April 11, 1969, on
the above charges In Part 1A2 of the Criminal Court of New
York City at which time he was released on $500 bail and
the case continued until May 16, 1969 in Part ID of the
Criminal Court of New York City.

(2.) Docket Number A 5570

Abott Hoffman was arrested by Patrolman RICHARD
FARRY of the NYCPD in the lobby of the Criminal Court B\ilding,
100 Center Street, New York City, on April 11, 1969 for
kicking a police officer in full uniform in the groin causing
physical injury. Hoffman was charged with felonious assault
and was arraigned before New York City Judge Arthur Goldberg
on April 11, 1969 at which time he was released on $,°,000
bail and the case was adjourned to May 16, 1969* in Vart 1D
of the Criminal Court of New York City.
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APPENDIX

BLACK PANTHER PARTY

According to its official newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in
Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can
take control of the life, politics, and the destiny of the
black community. It was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALE,
BPP Chairman, and HUEY P. NEV.TON, BPP Minister of Defense.
NEWTON is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a
conviction of manslaughter in connection with the killing of
an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther", which
further describes itself as the "Black Community Mews Service",
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who are consistently
referred to in the publication as "pigs'' who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7* 1968,
contains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, GEORGE
MASON MURRAY, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of
America, revolt everywhere i Arm yourselves. The only culture
worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom
everywhere, tyxiamitej Black Pover. Us* the gun. Kill the
pigs everywhere,'

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement, "... vie will not dissent from American Government.
v;e will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the
People' s Republic of China and feature MAO's statement that
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP la located at
3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches have been
established at various locations throughout the United States.

- W -
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APPENTIX

1.

NATIONAL EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES
COMMITTEE, Formerly Known As
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee

The "Guide to Subversive Organizations and
Publications", revised and published as of December 1,
196l, prepared and released by the Committee on Un-American
Activities, United States House of Representatives,
Washington, D. C, contains the following concerning the
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee:

"Emergency Civil Liberties Committee

"1. 'The Emergency Civil Liberties Committee is an
' organization with headquarters in New York,

whose avowed purpose is to abolish the
House Committee on Un-American Activities
and discredit the FBI. * * *

The committee finds that the Emergency
Civil Liberties Committee, established
in 1951> although representing itself
as a non-Communist group, actually
operates as a front for the Communist Party.
It has repeatedly assisted, by means of
funds and legal aid, Communists involved
in Smith Act violations and similar legal
proceedings. One of its chief activities
has been and still is the dissemination
of voluminous Communist propaganda
material. 1

•FRANK WILKINSON was called as a witness when
he appeared in Atlanta as a representative
of the Emergency Civil Liberties Committee
to propagandize against the Committee
on Un-American Activities and to protest
its hearings. In 1956 WILKINSON was
Identified as a Communist Party member by
a former FBI undercover agent within the
Party. Summoned at that time to answer
the allegation, his reply to all questions was
"1 am answering no questions of this committee
This also became his stock, reply to questions
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NATIONAL EMERGENCY CIVIL
LIBERTIES COMMITTEE (CONT'D)

when he appeared during the Atlanta
hearings. * * * './ILKINSON has sinoa been
convicted of contempt of congress and sentenced
to one year in jail. 1

'Disputing the non-Communist claim of the
organisation, the committee finds that a
number of other individuals connected
fcith the ECLC also have been identified under
oath as Communists.* * »'

(Committee on Un-American Activities, Annual
Report for 1958, House Report 187, March 9,
1959, PP. 3^ and 35.)

'•2. 'To defend the cases of Communist law-breakers,
fronts have been devised making special appeals
in behalf of civil .liberties and reaching out
far beyond the conflass of <;he communist
Party itself. Among ''.lest organizations are the
* * » Emergency Civil r.ibervies Coram it- tee.
When the Coir-munist Pftriy itself is under fire
these fronts offor a bulwark of protection.

•

(internal Security Subcommittee of th<2 Senate
Judiciary Committee, Handbook for Americans,
S. Doc. 117, April 23, 1956, p. 91.)"

"The New York Tinss". a New York City daily
newspaper, in its April 1, :96b, issue, page 13, contained
an item captioned, "Draft D\sser.ters to Get More HeO|>'',

which related that at a news conference held by the
Emergency Civil Liberties Committee (ECLC) on the previous
day, it was announced that the organisation was changing
its name to the National Emergency Civil Liberties Committee
(NECLC) "to reflect our determination to develop a vital
national civil liberties organization In all 50 states
as rapidly as possible."

V H that the
NECLC is locatedat 2$ EasWBUHSlrfW^W York City.
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Date: V17/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or co

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

4L!.ectm< co:ra
HERia iS" IBtCLASSfflEB

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-l6l445) (P)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

ReNYairtel, 4/16/69, In captioned matter
CGtel to Bureau, Boston, Cleveland, New York and Philadelphia

airmail copies to Los Angeles, Minneapolis and Seattle,
4/16/69, captioned "DISTURBANCES IN CONNECTION WITH THE
DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL CONVENTION (TRAVEL OF DEFENDANTS) J ARL". m

NYtel, 4/17/69, in captioned matter. A^f

The Chicago Office in referenced teletype advised that
the USA in Chicago had furnished the following speaking schedule
for the subject and for recipient offices to handle per Bureau
instructions and USA's requests; i

4/18-19/59, Cleveland, Ohio, television appearance and
rally speech.

4/21-22/69, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
4/25/69, Boston, Massachusetts
4/26/69, Los Angeles, California
4/29/69, Gonzaga University, Seattle, Washington
4/30/69, University of North Dakota, Fargo, North Dakota.

C^feureau (

1-New York
1-New York

(Inv.)



NY 100-161445

By reNYtel the NYO requested recipient offices of reCGtel
to discreetly ascertain organizations sponsoring subject's
appearances and remunerations received by him.
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FBI

Dot*: 4/10/69

Transmit \ht following In

AIRTEL

JTjfi to fStaSS 5r mST

(Priority)

TO: )IRECTO~FBI (100-449923)

FROM:^ SAC, CINCINNATI (100-17985) (P)

SUBJECT: ABBOt/hOFFMAN, Akft.

SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
00: NY

Re Cincinnati teletype to Bureau, 3/17/

* titled "DEMONSTRATION IN SYMPATHY FOR 'PRESIDIO 27,

r, \S DAYTON. OHIO, 3/18/69"; Cincinnati lit tel to Bureau,

?Pbb 3/26/69 , New York airtel to Cincinnati, 3/21/69 and Bualrtf

..NT to Cincinnati, 4/3/69.

Enclosed for the Bureau are 10 copies of in

LHtf concerning appearance of subject on campuses of Antlocb

Collet? Yellow Springs, Ohio (M5-16/69) and Wright State

University, Fairborn, Ohio (3/17/69).

7 t

FORM 376.
Also enclosed for the Bureau are two copies ofnclesed

(

•

Enclosed tgjy&SS^ork are two copies of this LHM.

'
' 0 APR 14 TO-

(2-100-17985)
(2-100-17990)
(2-100-ERIC MENKEN)
(1476-H0FFMAN)

ALL IKFORMATTON CONTAINED

HE8EM !S ClASSIFO ,

Sent

Jp*dal Av*nt 1b Chaw*



CI 100-17985

Dissemination of LHM has been made locally to OS I,

WPAFB, Ohio; 109th MI Group, Columbus, Ohio; KI80, Columbus,
Ohio; 0. S. Secret Service, Columbus, Ohio and to USA , Dayton,
Ohio.

ARMED AMD DANGEROUS
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UNITE. STATES DEPARTMENT OP JlA, }lCE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

WASHINGTON, D.C* 20535

April 10, 1969
In Reply, Please Refer to

Fi/t No.

Director

United States Secret Service

Department of the Treasury

Washington, D. C. 20220

Dear Sir:

The information furnished herewith concerns an individual who is believed to be

covered by the agreement between the FBI and Secret Service concerning Presidential pro-

tection, and to fall within the category or categories checked.

1- Has attempted or threatened bodily harm to any government official or employee,

including foreign government officials residing in or planning an imminent visit to the

U. S., because of his official status,

2. Has attempted or threatened to redress a grievance against any public official by oth*r

than legal means.

3* nfi Because of background is potentially dangerous; or has been identified as member or

participant in communist movement; or has been under active investigation as member

of other group or organization inimical to U. S.

4. U. S. citizens or residents who defect from the U. S. to countries in the Soviet or

Chinese Communist blocs and return.

5. JEjCj Subversives, ultrarightists, racists and fascists who meet one or more of the following

criteria:

(a) np Evidence of emotional instability (including unstable residence and
^ employment record) or irrational or suicidal behavior:

(b) Expressions of strong or violent anti-U. S. sentiment;

(c) Qfl Prior acts (including arrests or convictions) or conduct or statements
" indicating a propensity for violence and antipathy toward good order

and government.

6. Individuals involved in illegal bombing or illegal bomb-making.

Photograph
Jg]

has been furnished O enclosed is not available

may be available through ——

All INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED ,

BATEiZa«feaY££»2^

Very truly yours.

y I John EdgL Hoover

DirectV

1 - Special Agent in Charge (Enclosure(s) 1
LL S- Secret Service , Columbus, Ohio(Rg)

Enclosure^) (Upon removal of cla$$ified enclosuree t if any, thi* trtmmiUal form
become* UNCLASSIFIED.)
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

PEDEBAL BUBEAU OF INVESTIGATION

Cincinnati, Ohio
AprillO, 1969

RE: ABBOTT HOFFMAN,
ALSO KNOWN AS ABBIE HOFFMAN,
ANTIOCH COLLEGE, YELLOW SPRINGS, OHIO
MARCH 15-16, 1969 AND
WRIGHT STATE UNIVERSITY, FAIRBORN,
OHIO, MARCH 17, 1969

On March 17, M^WSBSSI^S^SSS^StV^0 In the
past has furnished reliable informs I rOT^fflJTlfo^Tpecial Agent
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) that on March 16,
1969, Abble Hoffman addressed a Meeting of approximately 30 to
35 persons at Antloch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, and was
scheduled to address a meeting at Wright StateUniversltv,
Fairborn, Ohio at 12:30 PM, March 17, 1969.^1
advised that Hoffman's appearance was possibTyTncoBjuWtion
with the solicitation of support for a demonstration in sympathy
of the "Presidio 27" scheduled to be held In front of the
Federal Court House, Dayton, Ohio on March 18, 1969. The
"Presidio 27" are 27 U. S. Army enlisted men currently on
trial for mutiny at the Presidio U. S. »rmy Stockade, Presidio,
California,

College on
that he did not bear Hoffman mention

the planned demonstration on March 18, 1969. He stated that in
his talk Hoffman attacked the "establishment" and called for
everyone "to do their thing", meaning to behave as they
Individually wished.

On March 19, 1969,
Mad determined that the pers<
while at Antloch College was RrlfifcMankta, an Antfroch College
student affiliated with an o\

Anonymous ," Antloch College,
departing the Yellow Springs
vent to Mio Grande College, Rio Grande, Ohio and then returned

AUTOMATION CONTAINED

HEREGI IS UK0ASSIF1ED , BHtXUBDHV
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BE: ABBOTT HOFFMAN

to Mew York, New York, via car; the owner of which Is not known
to the source.

The "Record", the official wedty student publication
of Antioch College on page 1 of the March 14, 1969 edition
printed an article entitled, "Hoffman Here", which is attached
hereto in its entirety.

The "Dayton Journal Herald," a Dayton, Ohio dally
morning newspaper of general circulation, on page 25 of the
March 18, 1969 edition printed an article entitled, "Tipple
Unleader Trades 'Pearls* ", which is attached hereto In Its
entirety.

The "Dayton Daily News," a Dayton, Ohio daily evening
newspaper of general circulation, on page 5 of the March 18, 1969
edition, printed an article entitled, "Riot? Abble Calls It
Experiment", which is attached hereto in its entirety.

Observation of the March 18, 1969 demonstration
relative to the "Presidio 27" by FBI Agents failed to disclose
the presence of Hoffman.
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Below article was takenfroy March 14.

*ssue of Antiocb College "Record" Yellow Springe

Hoffman Here
YIPPIE LEADER Abbie Hoffman wtH be

•peaking 8:30 p.m. Saturday In 113 McGregor.
Author of Revolution for fhe Ht21 of If* HoftmM
has been arrested thirty times since earning a
masters degree in psychology from Berkeley six

years ago. ,

HE WAS 1KSTHUMENTAL in creating the

chaos surrounding the Chicago convention, and
recently caused havoc at the HUAC investiga-

tions by arriving dressed in an American flag

shirt. Hoffman Is planning to speak on what's

happening, to show the Yippie film about^ Chi-
cago, and to spring a few surprises, Tie says!



RE: ABBOTT HoL^
, <0

Below article was taken from the March 18,

1969 Final Edition of the "Journal Herald," a daily

newspaper in general circulation in Dayton, Ohio,

page 25;

Trades
f
Pearls'

: By William W* Barrlnfftr
MimI lltrftfrf SUft Krttc*

AbDic Hoffman. 'Jerry Rubin'* "Robin" in the Pynamio I>uo

of Yippiodom, alighted on the Wrtfit State campus yesterday,

found a pateK of £ra**« eycballcd the thin crowd of well-fed col-

leens amuM him and concluded gloomly: "There won't be any

trouble here."

Hoffman appeared a* part of the school'* 'Artists and Leo
hirers" levies, whereby he was to trade pearls of wisdom for

pearls of great price or, at least, enough to get back to New York

CUy. It was an aMule trade, but then Hoffman is wise in the waya

of the street, ,„ i%_ _ .

Kc has been in the forefront ©f numerous Yinpie (Youtn Inter-

national P;irty> demonstrations. A record of prestigious arrest*.

i Chicago and Washington being the status jofls these days) has

placed Holtmtn in Die peculiar position of being a national leader

in a theoretically leaderless group,

FOlt AX "USDIsCtMSED amount/* the bushy-beaned advocate

of anarc!u'^ccordinjr-to-the-Marx-brothera took a bludgeon-like wit

to society's foibles, presumably in search of some soft-white-under-

belly laughs.

Somehow, the target* seemed too obvious-lika driye-in morut-

arics—and one couldn't help but feel Will Rogers did it tetter

more than 30 yrars a^a
Some free A.imples:

• On- the Walker report of violence in Chicago:
H7ho reports

keep getting better ami the situation keeps setting worse.
9

• On conspiracy charges against the Yipples for their role to

the Chtcngo ruckus: "Hell, they say they can prove a conspiracy

against us, and they can't prove one against June* Earl Kay.

• ON" TUB Central InteJIi^enoe Agency, Federal Bureau

vestige* awi assorted snoopers: 'The New York Times says US.

spies arc gathering information so fast their chiefs cant read *

- H all
**

• On marijuana: "We smoke it because if* fun. We sent 30,000

terms uranslatige; jsteU; translation: marijuana eigarettert.

through the mails on St Valentine'* Day to people in ft- ^

v^l 1
>



• On putting LSD in Oil-
c*^r's-vatcr supply: "X told

the deputy mayor it wis im-
pars&tt». *T:»; 'w- t*n

ctfiir^/ 2 M.iCi. •tw^'Ti v»U y:iu

it can't tie done/ 'Yeah/ he
Mid, 'I know it enn't be done
but we're not taking any
chances. 1 So they put 20,000

guards on every treatment
plant In the city/*

• On the Yippies: "It's just

an image. The media made the

hippies. We figured thry would
make us, too* And they did.

"WE IJAVE NO structure, no
Ideological base to say 'this is

how tilings should be* ... our

program will evolve in the strug-

gle " ^
I A Viii "stopped Hoffman and

said "Well, what can I DOT
What** the idea behind all this?"

A bad question, kid. A Ktua
for the ?i;id*?wn. U«a • . . if

7*:»u ; in^. * n*rr,a •

if . • . th*t tend of question. X
|mcan . . . And everybody laughs*

That crazy kid. Imagine asking

such a question.

Hoffman hasn't got time for

the people who didn't feel the

wavelength, absorb the message
by osmo*is. In the McLuhnn age,

words are linear, gray, devoid

of meaning. You don't have to

be able to define what you'll die

for.

"So you get killed, so what?"
asks Hoffman. "What's 'killed/

what's that?" + _
Yeah, Abbie, what's that?
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Below article taken from March 18, 1969

Final edition of the "Dayton Daily News," a daily

newspaper in general circulation in Dayton, Ohio,

page 5:

'JKiot? CaZZs

If Experiment
"Aa Img «• ftore tire no myths «cecptedbi/the

waters, ovemoy go on talking of revolt^
without tver proving any revolutionary movement £ v V .

>

—George Sorel, Reflections 0» Vwlcnct g t . v

"Revolution

Abbie Hoffman, sometime writer, fulltime revo-

lutionary and founder of the *>ut\I^
party, brought no furtive federal juen this time.

lie came in Saturday, met

*t the airport by members of

Aniioch'a Anarchists Anony-

mous, who twayed out into the

Irty afternoon In an old Bis-

caync. ihrou&h the other

worlds of Keit^m and Van- foUnCieCl XlllS
dalia, listening to Carmen on

the radio, eating homemade country—loOK at
bread.

At Gate 3, Hoffman, once

buncd by the Kocbeater cops

br< au r u Auidn't fasten an

airliner sen belt, came down

the steep steps, his five o'clock

shadow ao minutes early,

brown eyes wary, tentacles of

dark hair citing in the wind,

slight savagery in a hound's

...» »

Cop* Wp# oSt kuu

llic MinutemeD.*



V

a.nti nojv Hoffmen. Jonrue
n|>Ut tn~a 11**611 plare* from

lalkinR ihmuch the week end

lit Antioch with (he faihtful. Is

at Wright Stan*, Hoffman, the

Anarchists* messenger, talk-

ing Monday over the sky-

stoned clamor of Wright-Pat*

tcrson planes.

First, he showed the under-

ground answer to Wayor
Daley's sarcastically titled

televised film, "What Trees

Do They Plant?
4 * • defense

of the Chicago police*

It was a ahort film with

background by Ed Sanders of

The Fugs, a montage of

. scene* from the Chicago riots

interspersed with old footage

from the Keystone Kops, WWT
rfouchboy films end Dlonysian (

dabbling* from Cecil B. I

DeMille epics <since, some
{

hippie* were arrested In ChU i

cazo for planting trees with-
}

out a permit). <

Then out on the grass, cur-

rounded by ihc sterile spletv
,

dor of Wright State brick-

"CHICAGO/* says Hoffman,

"was to show what happens

when you deal with the power

structure. Cops wipe out kids.

Revolution founded this coun-

try — look at the Minutcmen.

But ft government has no

sense of morality.

"On the East side in New
t

York, we try to live the rev©-,

lution* Politics Is how you

live your We. We share what-

ever we've got because our

conception is that property

is theft, property is robbery

and the landlord is a violent

this business. What happens

when the product doesn't

work? It's obsolete. Wow.

"I'm Just coing down th*

road, fermenting riot I know

,

It touM* iike anarchy, but it's

not It's experimentation* We
try a lot of different things.

We aren't satisfied with what

we've got* The left gives you

the whole route. We say

"Whaddaya want?* You
make the decisions that affect

our Ufe. We're lousy poli-

ticians. That's what this coun-

try needs, lousy politicians*

"We go around, speak to

thousands of kids* They realiy

get excited* This Is the thing,

they say"

"But what happens. Abble*

when you fly out of here to-

morrow or the next day?**

«I BONXJcnow taajtl'-ajjd

taJks'shift* subtly to Chicago*

"Z had a friend who pulled

a fire ^Urm and sat down on

the curb. The fire department

came and he said Tht coun-

try's on fire/ Bellevue. Whoa
lns%neV

"VOU HAVE A riiht to die

,in Vietnam* You also have a

right lo participate in what

courses you are taking. Yeu

want to help us? Take over ft

of no pbn* Jn the park and
results. "We kept Uum.ihiey

from getting elected.
0 he

aaya*

"Yeah, hut \r>*k who's there

now/*

"We wait awhile," tiyi
Hoffman. "Nixon is cool. He's
too thin to call a pig* He's a
smooth corporation kind of

guy* Didn't he write that

book. "My Six Crises'*? He'll

have more • • /

"But what then/* somebody
a>k*.

1'Where rfoca it go?*'

"I don't know, matt Z
don't know* I was up all last

m§**rHhin*ing aboyt ^-,/*
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CLASS. IMS
EEASONjfCIU II.
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Date: 4/21/69

I

AIL INFCfei^ION CONTAINED
HEREIN yTUNCLASSIFIED
exceptXj^re SHOWN
03

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

1

Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

1

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

SAC, NEW YORM 100-161445) (P)

ABBOTT HOWARD^HOFFMAN aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST) DECUISIIJ** Vt^tZU*
(00:NY) m \g±

ReNYairtels, 4/17/69 and 4/18/69, and CGtel,

4/17/69, all in captioned matter. w
ReNYairtel, 4/18/69, reflected subject was scheduled

to be a participant at a high school conference to be held

4/I9/69, at St. Mark's Church in NYC.

ID U/^J^^y^^^M advised on 4/21/69, that the above

loentlWe^rlWTOoTTon'ference was held at the St. Mark's

Church in NYC, beginning at approximately 10:00 AM on 4/19/oy.

W^t^f^^^^M^m tha,t it was announced at the conference that

TBHflofflHNwas supposed to attend the conference but that

something had come up and that he could not make it in the

morning. wESSS^SS^Sl^St that ** was furtner announced that

it was hopeo^ha^i5?TOs!H«>uld be there later in the day but

that they did not believe that he would make it.

the high school conference at the St. Mark's Church from 3:.

to 5:30 PM on 4/19/69, and that HOFFMAN was not observed at

the conference during the afternoon.

OBureau (RM)
1-New York (170-1510) (43) /
1-New York / /

APraOFRIAy AGENCIES TV
AND FIELD OWICES • I

AXF7I SED BY NDUTING
e«|/ SLIP (S) O/A ,

Crfft**L
> |U" PATE

ing the afternoon. j ,

9 82 369

.M Per



CONFID^IT. i
}

NY 100-l6l445

ReNYairtel, 4/17/69, reflected that the subject was
scheduled to be in Cleveland, Ohio, 4/18-19/69* for television
appearance and rally speech*

ReCGtel reflects subject was scheduled to depart
Chicago, Illinois, for Cleveland, Ohio, by air, 4:05 PM,

V17/59.

ReNYairtel, 4/17/69, also reflected that the subject
was scheduled to be in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on
4/21-22/69.

- 2 -



(

ffBtXAL BUREAU OF INVtST&MfQb
0. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATION SECTION )

APR 16 1969
/

TELEXYPE

)

FBI WASH DC

^/FBI CHICAGO

127PM URGENT 4-16-69 DJS

TO DIRECTOR (100-449923) (176-34> f NEW YORK (100-161445) (176-6)

ATTNs DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION

FROM CHICAGO (100-45292) (176-28) IP

ABBOTT HOWAR

D

<
RO FFMA N * AKA* SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)

00 NEW YORK* ARL (PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) 00 CHICAGO.

Mr- Tolsou

Mr. peLoach
Mr. Mohr
Mr- B .-hop,

Mr- Ca?p*r —
Mr. C?i a itan —

Mr. C< nrad—

—

Mr. FoH
Mr. Gait

iMr.
R wn ^

Mr. Sri' ssJL—
Mr. Tavel —
Mr. T~
Tele. Room—
Miss Koimci,

Miss Gandy-

***W H

>

RE INDIANAPOLIS TEL TO DIRECTOR, CHICAGO AND NEW YORK,

APRIL FIFTEEN LAST.

^LINCOLN HOTEL, EIGHTEEN

HUNDRED LINCOLN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ADVISED TODAY ONE ABBIE

HOFFMAN HAD REGISTERED AT LINCOLN HOTEL LATE NIGHT OF APRIL

FIFTEEN LAST, AND CHECKED OUT NINE TWENTY AM TODAY. M Bl
HAD NO INFO AS TO TRAVEL PLANS OF HOFFMAN, OR HIS PRESENT

WHEREABOUTS*

CHICAGO ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE WHEREABOUTS OF HOFFMAN OR TO

DETERMINE TRAVEL PLANS, WILL ADVISE. SUBJECT SHOULD BE

CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

END

all information contained

i;ek[1[skxclasot

BJP

FBI WASH DC

H

PATE /Aafe. wsesep/t*̂ -V
>
4



FBI WASH DC

t im BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

it. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

APR 17 1969

TELETYPE

FBI CHICAGO

451PM URGENT 4-17-69 DJS

TO DIRECTOR (100-449923) (176-34), NEW YORK (100-1714463 (176-6)

3*r. Tt»vtl

Mr. 1 T.iVItC

Ttle- R" W
Miss H' ^'f-s

li-ss G-: «y

7
AND CLEVELAND

FROM CHICAGO (100-45292) (176-28) IP

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, AKA. SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST) (00 NEW

YORK). ARL (PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) (00_ CHICAGO).

j

*4

- r^^™.*,^™™™* united airlines, 0 hare

Afield, Chicago, advised today hoffman to depart Chicago for

CLEVELAND FOUR ZERO FIVE PM TODAY, NW FLIGHT FIVE FOUR ZERO.

FOR INFO CLEVELAND, BUREAU HAS INSTRUCTED THAT ITINERARIES,

ACTIVITIES, NEWSPAPER CLIPPINGS, VERBATIM TRANSCRIPTS, IF

AVAILABLE, BE OBTAINED, ALONG WITH WITNESSES WHO CAN TESTIFY TO

HOFFMAN'S COMMENTS WHEN MAKING PUBLIC APPEARANCE. AGENT

TESTIMONY HIGHLY DESIRABLE. ALSO ANY COMMENTS BY HOFFMAN RE

CHICAGO TRIAL SITUATION DESIRED.
• ' A&Affi*^*

SUBMIT BY DISSEMINATING TYPE LHMj«
~~~ '

SUBJECT SHOULD BE CONSIDERED*WED AND DANGf*o6IS
23 ®^

END

rcvdiwo ckg , ALL GJFOIOTiON CONTAINED

I

\

A1\

TU 53APR2



F*D»J6 (R«v. S-22-«4)

view' y//

CLA
BEASO
DATE

F B I

Date: 4/18/69

ALL ID
HEREIN
EXCEPT
OTHER]

HON CONTAIN©
OSSIFIED

Transmit the following in

Vja AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext 0r code)

REGISTERED MAIL

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (IOO-449923)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-l6l445) (p)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARlHlOFFMAN aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

****** ReNYairtels, 4/16/69 and 4/17/69, and CGtel,
4/17/69, all In captioned matter.

ReNYairtel, 4/16/69, reflects subject scheduled to /be participant at a high school conference to be held 4/1Q/6Q. \
at St. Mark's Church in NYC*

ReNYairtel, 4/17/69, reflects subject scheduled to
be in Cleveland, «hio, 4/18-19/69, for television appearance
and rally speech.

ReCGtel reflects subject was scheduled to depart
from Chicago, Illinois, for Cleveland, Ohio, 4:05 PM, 4/17/69.



FD-3« {H.T .

F B I

Date: 4/22/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
(Type in plaintext or code)

Via
(Priority)

V

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

tit*

f
FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-l6l445) (P)

O
SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka

SM-ANA
[KEY A(

[00: NY)

Re New York airtel, 4/21/69, in captioned matter.

(KEY ACTIVIST)

Referenced New York airtel reflected that the subject
was scheduled to be in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on
4/21 - 22/69.

SCt

4*

-i-»ewrork AH (K'GliETION CCOTED

. . KEfSiS CLASSIFIED
,

^7C DATE^/f^ BY

Approved

*8MAY
Sent .M Per
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where

indicated, explain this deletion.

D Deleted under exemption(s) — wiU» no segregable

material available for release to you.

O Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

Document(s) originating with the following government agency(ies)

, was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you.

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agency(ies>;

as the information originated with them. You will

be advised of availability upon return of the material to the FBI.

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s): This document, which is a carbon copy,

has not been processed in this file. The ORIGINAL of this document

is to be or has been processed in File \1la~3>H '

I 1 For your information:

The following number is to he used for reference regarding these pages: i

/

ttfl 1
oo ' MM V A) fL %nw.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X DELETED PAGE(S) A
gNO DUPLICATION FEE
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FD-36 tn»v. S-22-64)

F B I

Date: 4/23/69
Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

{Type in plaintext or code)

(

TO:

(Priority)

director/ fbi JI6b~4£9923
)~"

PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-161445) (P)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00: NY)

Re New York airtel, 4/22/69, in captioned matter.

ureau
1-New York

8 APR 24 1869

ALL INFO^KAFOM C0HTA3IED

HEREIN IS [^CLASSIFIED
,

M
in Charge

Sent .M Per



FD-a6 <R**. b~22*A)

F B I

Date: ^24-69

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

i

ft
y\

J
TO:

FROM:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1^.9923)

SAC. NEW YORK 1 100-16U <)• *\ {

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, AKA
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
\UVJ; HJ5W XUHISJ

matter.
Re New York airtela I+-17-69 and 4-23-69, in captioned

Je New York Airtel, l;-l7-69, reflected that the subject
was scheduled to be in Boston, Massachusetts, on k-25-69: and
in Los Angeles, Celifornia, on I4.-26 -69.

2-Bureau (RM)
1 -Mfto

M6- ALL ITCMON COfffASJEO «
™™™>

urnriM ic hum inrn
IILIILUI ic unuLnrjuuui

+
ApptoV^f^

56 MAY 2
Sent Per



FD-36 (R.t. S-22-64)

F B I

Date: V25/69

Transm;* the following in

Vin AIRTEL

( Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

c
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

PRCS: SAC, NEW YORK (100-l6l445) (-P-)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARlfiTOFFMAN, aka

SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00: NEW YORK)

ReNY Airtel 4/24/69, In captioned matte

2jfiureau (RM
l/New York
1-New York

KERE114 IS UNCLASSIFIED .

IS APR 26 1969

7



i

Transmit the following in

Via
AlRTEIr

F B I

Date: 4/22/69

(Type i* plmtutxt or corfe/*!^ hntft?7tfiZi7l * J. I U^iliHmJlU

(Priority}

mm is uncla^f<£fl

TO:

fro/

SUBJECT:

/ BlREC

P**SAC. 1

I, FBI (100-449923)

CHICAGO (100-45292) (P)
cAr

J

ABBOTT HOWARD^BOFFMAN, aka
SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST) (00: NY)
ARL (PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) (00: CO)

Be Buairtel 4/11/69.

7>
Enclosed for the Bureau are 15 copies of an

LRU concerning HOFFMAN 's appearance in Chicago 4/C/69 to

4/10/69. Four copies of the LHM are enclosed for New York
and copies have been furnished to the USA at Chicago,
per his request and to Region X, 113th MI-CP, for their

Information.

glon I, 113th

^<fX Bureau (Encls. 15)®) ffcC * /O^ ~W I f ^ ft
3- Mew York (100-161445) (Encls. 4)(HM) KfiGQ

(1-176-6),. Vi^SS*/
5 APRM5W*

8- Chicago dlSL\M;jcd

'176-26), EX-1Q5

*E"W
= ** "Hostat an,.

Approved:

61MAY 5s
»ige9^oeot in Ciarffe

Sent _M p«



' *'
"*1

CG 100-45292

Chicago will continue to remain alert for
further details of appearances by HOFFMAN in the
Chicago area, and the Bureau and interested offices
will be advised in form suitable for dissemination.

)!

- 2 -
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

/« Reply, Plea* Rtftr to

File No.

CG 100-45292

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Chicago, Illinois
April 22, 1969

1^CONFIDENTIAL

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN
SECURITY MATTER-ANARCHIST t>7t>

City on the
nine A. M. shuttle flight to Chicago, Illinois, for
a court appearance Further that Hoffman planned to
return to New York City on Friday, April 11, 1969.

United States Attorney Thomas Foran advised
on April 9, 1969, that on that date, Hoffman was one
of eight defendants arraigned in the courtroom of
United States District Judge Julius J. Hoffman, Northern
District of Illinois, Chicago, in connection with dis-
turbances at the Democratic National Convention held in
Chicago In August, 1968. All of the defendants, in-
cluding Hoffman, pled not guilty and a trial date was
set for September . 24 , 1969.. Th* 1efence requested
six months to prepare motiorv:, which was rejected by
the District Judge and the defense was given thirty
days to prepare its motions. The defense also requested
a removal of all travel restrictions for the eight de-
fendants. Also each defendant, including Hoffman, waived
his right to be present at all pre-trial proceeding? in
this matter and need not appear at such pre-trial proceedings,

1

i

APPROPRIATE AGENCIES

AXDFIELD OFFICES

ADVISED BY ROUTING I _

SLIP (S) 0F
f_£<^|fP»^-

DATE.
declassifi

frcra automatic
and

on

This document contains neither recommendations
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and
its contents are not to be distributed outside
your agency.

declassified
om_

7969 ENCLOSURE 3-73



C0NFII*NTIAL

United States Attorney Thomas Foran
advised on April 15 , 1969, that all of the above
defendants, Including Hoffman, ere free to travel
within the continental United States Including the
Island of Puerto Rico, provided that In advance of
such travel and as soon as practical after the in-
curranee of such travel arises, the defendants furnish
to the United States Attorney, Chicago, written de-
tails of their Itineraries, dates, approximate times
and means of transportation, and places at which the
defendants will reside during such travel, or if no such
address Is available in advance, where the defendants
can be reached.

^^S^^E^9Panother government agency that
conducts InreT llgence Investigations, advised on
April 15, 1969, that on April 10, 1969, Abbott Hoffman
addressed an audience of approximately 300, primarily
students, In the*'Bugg Kouse"Room at Northeastern, Illinois,
State College (NISC), Chicago, Illinois. Hoffman
wore a pastel-blue shirt, identical to that worn by
the Chicago Police Department patrolman, including the
official arm patch of the Chicago Police Department.
Hoffman urged students to Ignore present laws In
rer.pect t > accomplishing those things the students
ejjoy&u, whatever, at the time those activities might
Include; e.g., demonstration, freedom of sexual inter-
course, smoking marijuana or indulgence in taking
"Acid". He stated, "There are two million seven hundred
laws in this f country, if you want to do something,
do It J" Hoffman also said the Black Panther Party
(BPP) was fantastic and great and praised the work of
the organization. He urged a contribution for the BPP,
and a collection was made. Hoffman said the money col-
lected should be used by the BPP for anything they wanted,
Including the purchase of guns. The audience was given
an opportunity to ask questions of Hoffman, or to make
comments. The first person chastised Hoffman for not
observing a more serious attitude about protesting for

CONFIWNTIilL

- 2 -



n.
NTIDJCNTIAL

a social revolution $ and for Hoffman 9s not taking
enough action to organize movements against the
present society. Another speaker accused Hoffman
of having received in the past numerous monetary
profits which he retained for himself „ rather than
to use them for the work of some of the organizations
that needed them* Another speaker stated that
Hoffman was making a game of his organization by having
"pot parties M

9 and such. One speaker, the only one
who appeared with jacket and tie, who mentioned he was
a teacher 9 appealed for the audience to view the world
in a religious light 9 rather than to partake in general
protest. This speaker asked any females in the audience
to leave, due to the obscene words being used by
Hoffman and some of the other speakers, for which he was
sever ly mocked by the general audience. One young
female vehemently expressed her disaffection with the
teachers suggestion. A young male speaker then suggested
that left-wing groups in general should react In a less
radical manner in obtaining their goals. Hoffman in-
jected comments during and after the questions and
comments of the speakers. He also agreed to donate the
total of $300, which he claimed he was receiving for
his appearance, to the BPP. The meeting then terminated
with no major incidents.

or
at HISC.

[vised that there were no arrests , incidents
I, during or after Hoffman 9s appearance

- 3 -

CONrlDpfrTIAL



CONFIDENTIAL

t nuifman departed on United Air
Lines Flight Number 318, leaving O'Hare Field.
Chicago, at 10:35 P.M. for Newark.

CONFIDENTIAL

- 4* -
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Memorandum
IR2CT0R, FBI (100-449923)

WFO (100-48384) (P)

O
subject: abbOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, aka

S1I - AKA
(, (KEY ACTIVIST)

j (00: NY)

TO

FROM

datb: 4/28/69

0 d

Re report of SA dated 3/25/69 at New
brk, New York, captioned as above; and WF0 letter to Bureau
dated 2/28/69.

A review of the record of subject's case # 4865 pending
before^t^DjC^Cour^ofAppeals, Washington, D.C. , on 4/28/69
by SA^^^^§^^^^|^^^pdisclosed that the appellee 'd (Unit-

ed States^briefs^erereceived and filed by the Clerk of the

Court of Appeals and that an oral argument on the case has been
calendared for May 19,1969.

f
LEAD:

UFO

AT WASHINGTON. D.C. Will follow and report C.ie dispos-
ition of subject's appeal.

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

\SM IS UNCLASSIFIED . . DC„ 9n

Bureau
2 - New York (100-161445) (RM)

1 - WF0

io APR .30 1969 \fi Cr

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Bjfftlarlj tn tht Payroll Savings Plm
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FD-36 (R«v. 5-22-64}

F B I

Date: 4/28/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

( Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

TO

FROM

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

: SAC, NEW YORK^LOO-161445) (P)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

ReNYairtels, 4/17/69 and 4/25/69-

ReNYairtel, 4/17/69* reflected that the subject was
scheduled to be in Los Angeles, California, on 4/26/69, and
at Gonzaga University, Seattle, Washington, on 4/29/69.

2-Bureau (RM)
1-New York

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED .

DATE ifclfoWsese&l*

* « is
it m «9 1969

5(MMi Sent .M Per



J

FD-36 (R,v. S-2J.»4)

F B I

Date: V30/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

{J

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL

(Priority)

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-161445) (p)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARdSiOFFMAN aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(OOrNY)

ReNYairtels, 4/17/69 and 4/29/69.

- u * , .
JeNYairtel, 4/17/69, reflected that the subiect was

Bureau (rm)
1-New York

47* REC 17 1C*'H!LJJZZ
70>

1

ALL INFORMATION COMINEO

KERZCJ IS UNCLASSIFIED .

Spe/r;

17 MAY 1 1969

Sent
in Charge

.M Per



FD-36 (R.Y. 5-22-8*)

F B I

Date: 4/29/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

REGISTERED MAIL
Via (Priority)

>
-r —

FROM :

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

SAC, NEW YORK U.OO-161445) (P)

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka

SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00: NY)

ReNYairtel, 4/28/69-

ReNYairteX reflected that the subject was schedul

to be at (Sga University, Seattle, Washington, on 4/29/o9.

Shicag^Lfendanrs^nroihr/ 'conspirators 1 )" which stated

Sav 4 (1969) from 12:00 noon to 12:00 midnight, an yf\

af?air would be held aTThe Weinstein Sub-Cellar, New York /V
f» 7 Jf+„ nvp The leaflet indicated there would be music

mating fUmfaAd Mnfat SS affair. ABBIE HOFFMAN was

listed as one of the speakers that are to appear.

V£rBureau (RM)
1-New York

bio *m
'7

" •» 30 S69

ALl B'fGajfATflH CONTAINED

IO IS UKCLASCliitD

DATE/A^Eg
nt in Charge

Per



OPTtOHAl *OtM NO. ?•
MAY 1**J IDmON
OSA FFMft 141 CHll >oi-n.*

UNITED STATES C ERNMENT

Memorandum
TO

FROM

subject:

TOR, FBI (100-449923)
date:

5/2/69

CHICAGO (100-45292)

o
ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN,
SM-ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)
ARL (PRINCIPAL SUBJECT)

aka

Re Chicago airtel dated 2/4/69,

On August 28, 1968 f HOFFMAN was arrested
in Chicago during the Democratic National Convention,
He was charged with disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest* HOFFMAN failed to appear on September 6. 1968,
to answer these charges, and on September 17, 1968

,

he was arrested as he arrived in Chicago from New
York, on a warrant issued by Judge GILIBEHTO,
Branch 47, City Court, Chicago, On November 25,
1968, Criminal Court Judge WAYNE OLSON, continued
the case until December 16, 1968.

On January 28, 1969, HOFFMAN was convicted
of the charge of disorderly conduct and resisting
arrest, and Judge KENNETH R. WENDT, Mass Arrest
Court, placed him on a year f s probation, with the
first 15 days to be spent in the House of Correction,
Chicago. Also, HOFFMAN was given until March 18 f 1969,
to appeal the case and he was released on $1,000 appeal
bond.

On April 29, 1969, criminal records of the
First Municipal District, Bond Court, Civic Center,
Chicago, reflected that on February 19, 1969, HOFFMAN
had filed a motion for a new trial and on February 21,
1969, he had filed a motion for reconsideration of his
conviction. These records further reflect that the
matter has been continued until May 8, 1969, in the
court of Judge KENNETH R. WENDT, Branch 47, City Court,
Chicago.

Bureau (RM) (1 - 176-34)
- New York (100-161445) (Ml)
- Chicago (1 - 176-28)

7

B WAY

ALLMZlhW CONTAINED

($0 h'ERLw UNCLASSIFIED

Wl x c^"" DATE^4:
* <J /SCi/ftp U.S. String Bmdt Rtfulorlj

WstSAOti/l**-'
on tbt Paynil Smvin^s Plsn



CG 100-45292

The Chicago Office will continue to follow
this matter and will furnish the Bureau and New York
any pertinent information in form suitable for
dissemination.



FD-36 (R»t. S-22-64J



FD-36 (R«». 5-22-6- J

FBI H {
,

Date: I
[

Transmit the following in

Viq AIRTEL

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

i

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1^9923

)

PROM: SAC, MEM YORK (100-1611*45) (P)

o
ABBOTT HOWARD HOPPHAM, aka

SM-ANA
(KEY. ACTIVIST)
(00:NT)

ReNYalrtel U/30/69.

ReNYairtel paflactad that the subject was

scheduled ?o be at the University of North Dakota, Fargo, sy
North Dakota, on U/30/69- 1

55MATO



V

from th^TTatlonal Emergency Civil Liberties Committee
(NECLC ) which sTated^ttr^irtJje'ct^aria' others would~clo a

benefit concert for\£he. NECLC's Student's Rights Project
and the NECLC's antrTTational Lawyers Guild's Draft end
Military Law Panel afthe Fillmore EaT!fr2nd~Avenue and
6th Street, on May 6th at 8s00 PM.

Jfef/X)
-

i

s ^Committee_^ di^i

'



rD-3« m«r. J-J2-64)

F B I

Date: 5/6/69

>

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTBL

(Type in plaintext or code)

V

(

{

(Priority)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK £lOO-l6l445) (P)

SUBJECT: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN aka
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

ReNY airtel 5/5/69-

On 5/6/69, by means of a pretext telephone call to
an unidentified female at subject's residence, it was
determined that subject was then in New York City but out
on a "business call." It was further determined that
subject plans to appear at the Fillmore East, 2nd Avenue
and 6th Street, NYC, on Thursday, 5/8/69 at 8 PM, at an
affair sponsored by the National Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee and The National Lawyers Guild. 9lt

/£,'- Bureau (RM)
- New York

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

KERElit 13 UNCLASSIFIED
,

DATE l&m- TO?*****

^0.
S*nt



1

F B I

Date

ALL MFORTArt Off CORTA 1NED

EXCEPT TOEREiSHJff f
5/5/69 OTHERWISE iTwbir.*

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL
Via

(Type in plaintext or code) Q^ASS

.

REASOK
DATE y(Priority)

.1*

TO: DIRECTOR, PBI (100-W?923)

FROM; SAC, Hjat YORK (100-16XUU5) (*>

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, «ka

(KEY ACTIVIST) DECLASS

(00:NY) M
ReHYalrtels U/29/69 and

1

5/2/69.

I K that a fund
raising af^B^W^W!W^^n^7??e!y^it tha Welnstein
Sub-Cellar, Hew York University, IYC, for tha 8

individuals indicted in Chicago for ARL violations
at the Democratic Rational Convention.

_^th* t during the after-
noon session the subject was present and spoke about
the forthcoming trial of the o defendants in Chicago
and nade an appeal for funds for the defense of these
8 defendants. ^

_

TBBtion^dncernTn^^na^run^raiaing affair held on

*A/69 ' APPROPRUTSAGEFaM 1
;

ajtofislAbttices •
i

ADVISED* ROUTIKG !

SLIP t*f%''j£.?*^ jOST" - -
PATE (/ A2Jl(Q *~ fi-^zUrf -—

Of . ,(2*£ureau(RM)

71)

fo MAY J0"T969

SpectS Agent

.M Per _
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where

indicated, explain this deletion.
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To:

From:

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
(FleJ-d Supervision)
Mr.1

1 - Mr.

SAC, New York (100-161445)

Director, FBI (100-449923)

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, aka
6M - ANA (EST ACTIVIST)

Reurairtel 5/5/69 containing
regarding subject 's appearance and speec
affair held 5/4/69.

New York immediately submit an LHH containing complete;

information concerning subject's statements and activities at
this event.

Bureau airtel 4/3/69 instructed New York to submit a
daily airtel concerning activities of subject, including
pertinent activities, statements, contacts, funds received and/or
xpended, and future plans for travel and/or activities, and
ncluding also efforts by your office to develop additional
nformant coverage of subject. Your office has shown progress in

cr> Sjdirecting existing informants and sources to obtain information
i s concerning subject's activities and also in developing additional

g coverage. Information developed in recent weeks indicates subject
u|has become increasingly active and has made numerous' ppearances
throughout the country. You should continue to makeevery effort
to develop additional informants and sources to provide complete
coverage of subject** activities.

Subject's activities, particularly his extensive travel,
in recent weeks has obviously necessitated expenditure of
considerable funds. It would also appear likely that he has
received remuneration from appearances he has made in various
cities. You should review subject's activities in the recent
past and set out specific leads for offices covering areas to

<6
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Airtel to SAC, Hew York
BE: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, aka
100-449923

which he has traveled to determine all information concerning
funds received and expended by subject for any reason. Handle
this investigation promptly, and upon completion compile results
into one concise letterhead memorandum and promptly submit same
to Bureau together with any appropriate recommendations for
counterintelligence measures suggested by this information. A
copy of the letterhead memorandum will be furnished to Internal
Revenue Service concerning Investigation being conducted by that
agency in relation to subject's Federal Income Tax Returns.

Hew York should also carefully review results of this
investigation on a continuing basis with a dew to recommending
any potentially effective counterintelligence measures against
subject. Take no positive action la this regard, however, without
prior Bureau approval.

Hew York should also closely follow auxiliary offices
to insure that complete information is developed concerning subjec
activities when traveling outside Hew York, and that suck
Information is promptly submitted In dissemlnable form. Bear in
mind requirements in relation to the ARL investlgation of subject
also.

Bally alrtels submitted by your office should be
responsive to instructions contained in above-mentioned Bureau
mirtel.

HOTS:

Hoffman is a Priority X Security Index subject and a

Key Activist. Hew York airtel contained insufficient Information
concerning statements by subject at a fund-raising affair and no

yjBBi was submitted as previously instructed. Hew York instructed

to carefully review subject's recent activities and set out leads

concerning funds obviously received sad expended by subject, and

to closely follow auxiliary offices to insure complete lnformatloi

is developed and promptly submitted la dissemlnable form. Hew Yoi

also reminded to continually consider possible counterintelligence
measures against subject.
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UNITED STATES GOVt .NMENT

Memorandum
>vf.

TO

FROM

Assistant Attorney General

CRIMINAL DIVISION v

Director, FBI (i7(*-3t)

subject: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN
ANTIRIOT LAWS

0

DATE: 5/8/69

ATTENTION: MB. CHARLES BKOOKHART

FILE COPY

Reference is made to Wy memorandum dated R/S/6Q
(your file ).

There is enclosed one copy of the taftSftfcxgfaftMttkfltfc

i********* aaiataadm dated —4J2Al£&
at . Albany •

A. I
|
This covers the preliminary investigation and

no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken

by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. tyrl The investigation is continuing and you will

be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

C. j [ The investigation requested by you has now

been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in-

quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D.
| |

Pursuant to instructions issued by the Depart-
ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless
specifically directed by the Department.

E. | | Please advise whether you desire any further in-

vestigation.

p. 1 | This is submitted for your information and you

will be advised of further developments.

a. I I This is submitted for your information and no

further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re-

quested by the Department.

H. | | This covers the receipt of a complaint and no

further action will be taken by this Bureau unlesB the Department

so directs.

Enc . , ALL 1TOMAU0N CONTAINED /







In r^ply, Pltaat Rtftr to

FiU No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Albany, New York

April 28, 1969

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN,
also known as
Abby Digger,
Free,
Abbe Hoffman,
Abbey Hoffman,
Abbie Hoffman,
Abbott Hoffman,
Abby Hoffman,
Abner Hoffman

V

in*
Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation that

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN who is alleged to be a mpresentative
of the Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), was a speaker
at the campus of the State University ^f^ejjMfo^k^^^otsdamj
New York, on March 4, 1969, at 8 p.m. " "

*****

HOFFMAN spoke to between 750 and 800 students and adults at
the Potsdam State University Theater. 5 The theme of HOFFMAN'S
speech was '•View-Points of Life," and according to the source

HOFFMAN's appearance was sponsored by the Student Government
Association Speaker's Commission at Potsdam State university.

HOFFMAN is alleged to have received a $500 fee for his speak-

ing engagement.

(A characterization of the SDS appears
in the appendix attached hereto)

.

HOFFMAN'S speech included a film on "True Chicago

vwjlu**...'' and HOFFMAN advised the crowd that the film was

the, 'hippy
fiview-point of the Chicago disorders during the

allmmm contained

EES 13 ^'CLASSIFIED
,

Mil ,/***** Ryay/ffri^
/<9o - y i 7/.;.

ENCLOSURE
6 .



RE: ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN

Democratic National Convention in the summer of 1968 in
Chicago, Illinois. HOFFMAN advised the audience the film
was a depiction of the Chicago disorders from the view-point
of the "Yippie Movement." (Yippie is the term applied to the
Youth International Party, a radical^lef^win^rovement.
headquartered in New York City). |Jthe
film was scenes of ancient Rome, wrgecrowas«machariots and old
movies of police cars. HOFFMAN continually referred to the
police as pigs during the movie and the movie lasted for
approximately 15 to 20 minutes.

After dewing the movie, HOFFMAN* s speech continued
and lasted for approximately one hour. HOFFMAN used profanity
quite freely, called for a revoluti^nan^oustingof the "fore-
mans" of the organization.^ HOFFMAN 's

speech was disorganized and studentsand adults attempted to
heckle him from the audiene. HOFFMAN met these attempts at
becking with arrogance and sarcasm and attempted to make the
hecklers look bad. fll V that HOFFMAN became
apparently discouragedwith the reception that he was receiving
from his audience and advised the audience that there was
apparently no revolution at Potsdam State Uhiversit ' and ad-
vised that he had observed from the time that he stepped foot
on the campus that it was a "nothing."

After HOFFMAN'S speech, he told the students that
another inlvidual by the name of JOSEPiW£EJ-LY who happened
to arrive at Potsdam State University the same date, wanted

to talk to the students and adults present about the possibility
of organizing an SDS Chapter on the Potsdam State Campus. KELLY
was not well received and he was continually heckled through his

speech by members of the audience. The speech was then returned
back to HOFFMAN due to the fact thatKELLY*srggr^^ere
apparently falling on deaf ears, fl

)

(JOSEPH KELLY has been identified as a student
at Cornell University who is an active leader
in the SDS in the Upstate New York area)

.

-2



REr ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN

;hat during the entire evening
the students and adults present reacted as "during a comedy.

HOFFMAn's vulgarity and the SDS organizer were not well
received and after the lecture only about 20 students
gathered around Che speakers at the stage. No one talked
to the SDS organizer, however, a few members of the group
asked HOFFMAN about his experiences.

This document contains neither recommenda-
tions nor conclusions of the FBI. It is
the property of the FBI and is loaned to
your agency; it and its contents are not
to be distributed outside your agency.

ARMED AND DANGEROUS
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APPENDIX

1

STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as
it is known today, came into being at a founding convention
held at Port Huron, Michigan, in June, 1962. The SDS is an
association of young people on the left and has a current
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for
youth to develop a conscientious objector"status^ denouncing
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to
"radically transform" the university community, and provide
for its complete control by students. Gus Hall, General
Secretary, communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a
representative of United Press International in San Francisco,
California, on May Ik, 1965, described the SDS as a part of the
"responsible left Tl which the Party has "going for us," At
the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist
proviso was removed from the SDS constitut ion . In the
October 7, 1966, issue of "New Left Notes/ 1 the official
publication of SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are
some communists in SDS and they are welcome. Bie national
headquarters of this organization as of July 24, I968, was
located in Room 206, 1608 West Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

-4*
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DIRECTOR, FBI (62-112785)

SAC4 HEW TORE (100-165563)

5.
- L

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

Re Kew York teletype to the Bureau,
Kew York eirtels and LHKsto the Bureau, dated 3
3/27/69, and Vl/69, captioned as above.

PEACE MOBILIZATION
APRIL 4 - 6, 1969
INFORMATION CONCERNING (IS)

C/7i-ioo-4^55^8) (favffc)?AVt
SMC)
DAVE DELLINOER)

(JERRY .RUBIN)
, . „

v
. , , „ - ... , (AjBiriQFFttAW,

// n"' (1-176-32) (BEITORTIZ) *

1-Atlanta (Encle. 1) (INFO) (RM)y 2-Boston (Ends , 2) (INFO) (RM)
br (1-100-39^78) (RI-OI CIVILIAN ALLIANCE FOR PEACE)
<\A (1-100- ) (HOWARD ZIN. )

. '^-Chicago (Encla. 5) (INFO) (RM)

^69) (CHICAGO PEAC"
(DAVE DELLWGER)2j

|l-10|^|^6§}"(cHicAG^ PEASE MOBILIZATION AJ>RIL 5, 1969)

jl., COrXES COICOPIES CONTINUED
YOrk

AGEMCY; M. ., STf.TL

f

1

wrtroaw 1 20lMAYit«9

79MA7
Approved:

I

1
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NY 100-165563

1-Los Angeles (100-72546) (Encls. 1) (INFO) (PEACE MOBILIZATION
APRIL 4-6, 1969} (RM)

2-Newark (Encls. 2) (INFO) (RM)
(1-100- )

(PEACE MOBILIZATION APRIL 4-6, 1969)
f 1 1 1 M. N M I IK' I' I /. 1

l-Philadelphla^j; 100-50^02) (Encls. 1) (INFO) (GI-CIVILIAN COALITION
FOR APRIL 5> 1969) (RM)

1-San Antonio (100- )
(Encls. 1) (INFO) (PEACE MOBILIZATION

APRIL 4-6. 1969) (RM)
2-San Francisco (Encls. 2) (INFO) (RM)

( 1-100-62520) (PEACE MOBILIZATION APRIL 4-6, I969)
(1-100- ) (DONALD COX)

1-Seattle (100-29524) (Encls. 1) (INFO) (PEACE MOBILIZATION
APRIL 4-6 19b9» 'FiO

2-Washington Field (Ends'. 2)"(INF0)'(RM)
(1-100-46369) (WMC)

, , .

(1-100- ) (PEACE MOBILIZATION APRIL 4-6, I969)
1-New York (100-156835) (FAVPPC) |42)
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York

1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
1-New York
V.Naw Yfirk

100-158591 SMC) (42;
-100879) (AL EVANOFF) (45)
-113220* (OSSIE DAVIS) (45)

. .
—1-53045) (DIXIE BAYO) (4$)
'l^-PQ^ ^BET^LAH SANDERS 1 f4«i^

io6-1^2233? (T.D. KiRKPATRICK)'(45)
'100-

) (RICHARD CARTRIGHT) (45)
IOO-I21672) (DAVE DELLINGER) (42)
IOO-I57178) (JERRY RUBIN) (42)
100-161445) (ABBIE HOFFMAN) (42)
176-371) (BEN ORTIZ) (42)
IOO-I5667O) (BARBARA DANE) j45)
100-152000) (PHIL OCHS) (45l
7176-^66V (PROPOSED DEMONSTRATIONS CONCERNING ARL
'INDICTMENTS) (42)

Submitted herewith for She Bureau are 17 copies of an

LKM dated and captioned as above regarding the Gl-Civilian
Parade and Rally held in NYC, on 4/5/69, sponsored and coordinated

by the FAVPPC,



CONTOTIAL

NY 100-165563

Information copies arc being designated for the
Atlanta, Boston, Chicago", Los Angeles, Newark, Philadelphia,
.Sen Antonio, San Francisco, Seattle, and Washington Field
Offices inasmuch as these offices were scheduled to have
demonstrations sponsored during the period k/k - 6/69, by the
Student Mobilization Committee (SMC) (Atlanta, Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle; 4/13/69 in Austin, Texas).
Additional copies are being submitted for the information of the
Boston, Newark, Philadelphia and Washington Field Offices inasmuch
as they had delegations and/or speakers from those respective
areas participating in the march and/or rally in Central Park,
NYC, on 4/5/69. An additional information copy is being
designated for the San Francisco Office inasmuch as the "D.C."
v:ho spoke at the rally on 4/5/69, .is believed to be DONALD COX,
a subject of the San Francisco Office. Additional copies are
also being disseminated for the Chicago Office in the case of
DAVE DELLINGER, JERRY RUBIN, ABBIE HOFFMAN, AND 3EN ORTIZ
inasmuch as they are presently under indictment in Chicago for
violation of the anti-riot laws.

ft)*

D
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NY 100-165563

Individuals mentioned in the attached LHM are
characterized where suitable information is available to so
characterize them. Organizations mentioned in the attached
LHM are characterized where Bureau approved characterizations
are available for these organizations.

The "At Ramdom" television program used to characterize
ABBIE HOFFMAN was aired on 5/12/68, at Chicago, Illinois, and
was monitored by the Chicago Office. ( f

SA i^^l^S^M^f observed the wreath laying cei^mony
at the "Eterna^^!g7!v^at Madison Square, NYC, on 4/5/69, and
checked the records of the Criminal Court, NYC, on 4/l8/b9,
regarding' the six individuals arrested on 4/5/69*

made the
venue of the

SA^ Band _
count of the marchers on 50th Street and the
Americas, NYC, during the parade on 4/5/69.

The identities of the SAS (approximately 40) who
observed the parade and rally on 4/5/69, in NYC, are not
being set forth herewith, but are maintained in the NY file
on captioned matter.

-4-
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NY 100-165563

The radio program of the rally in Central Park on
the afternoon of 4/5/69, as broadcast over radio station WBAI-FM
(99.5 on the FM dial) was taped by the NYO. 1^*

SE J (and SA I Japed
this broadcast ana tne^sfesare being maintained as an exhibit
in NYfile lOO-165563-lbl.

A copy of this tape has been furnished the Chicago
Office by NY letter dated 4/8/69, captioned as above.

Separate teletypes were sent under the ARL caption
concerning the appearance of DAVE DELLINGER, ABBIE HOFFMAN,
JERRY RUBIN, and BEN ORTIZ at this affair to the Bureau and
interested offices.

Information concerning the organizations and individuals
participating in this march and r&ly as observed by SAS and
sources of the NYO is being disseminated by appropriate
memorandum to the files of the NYO and other interested offices.

The broadcast of the rally held in Central Park, NYC,
on the afternoon of 4/5/69* is being transcribed. The content'
of the several speeches given by individuals appearing at this
rally will be disseminated to the appropriate case files on
these individuals. Accordingly, this case is being placed in
a closed status by the NYO and pertinent information regarding
the participators in the parade and rally on 4/5/69, as sponsored
and coordinated by the FAVPPC,wiil be reported under the caption
of the individuals and organizations participating therein.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
G
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

, „ , „, „ , New York, New York
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,

62-X12785 April 22, 1969
* NYfile IOO.165563

Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

"The New York Times," a New York City newspaper, in
its issue of April 6, 1969, on page one contained an article
captioned, "Thousands March Here To Demand Vietnam Pull Out."
This article stated that thousands of anti-war demonstrators
marched along the Avenue of the Americas on April 5* 1969, from
Bryant Park to Central Park for a rally in "a downpour" demanding
United States withdrawal from Vietnam, chanting, "End the war
in Vietnam," "Bring the troops home," and "Free speech for GIs«".
The article noted that this parade began a weekend of anti-
war demonstrations here (New York City) and in Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle, Atlanta, and elsewhere and
that eventually the drive, according to its organizers, is to
spread to 43 cities. The article indicated that the marchers
appeared to represent a wide varity of causes, ranging from
Puerto Rican independence to better hospital administration
and that most of the marchers were young.

On April 5, 1969, Special Agents (SAS) of the Federal
Bureau of investigation (FBI) observed the following events
at the GI - Civilian Anti-War Parade and Rally, publicly
announced as being sponsored and coordinated by the Fifth
Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee (FAVPPC):

At 12:30 p.m., a wreath laying ceremony was held
at the "eternal light M in Madison Square Park, New York City,
which was attended by approximately 20 to 35 persons and held
under the auspices of the FAVPPC and the Veterans for Peace
in Vietnam (VPV). Speakers included Heraaj^Badillo,_Jronx_X^
Borough President, and Representative "James HAScheuer. The <

sxc.iycnnis^rom automatic
jrading^and

rIclassificafeipn
This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). It is the property of
the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not.

to be distributed outside your agency.



CONFIDENTIAL

Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

wreath was laid at the monument* by two veterans identified
as having served in Vietnam and Korea and the ribbon on this
wreath bore the legend, "33*000 - Our Boys Are Dying In Vain."

Jl- Ron ' wolln of the V*V read, a statement from professor
Howard, Zinn of..Boston University calling for President Nixoh
"^tomorrow" to call for the withdrawal of United States troops
in an orderly manner from Vietnam as soon as possible. The
ceremony ended at 12:40 p.m., and the group marched to Broadway
and 37th Street, New York City, to Join the main assembly of

CONFIDENTIAL
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Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

t7p

The parade began at 2:00 p.m. with the assembled
groups marching north on the Ayenue of the Americas (6th
Avenue) from 4lst Street (at Bryant Park). Half of the
avenue was barricaded off* leaving traffic moving north on
the east side while the parade moved north on the west side
of the avenue.

The parade was led by members of the VPV and
.reportedly GIs' in civilian dress wearing white hats. Fred.

Jflalstead and PauyvO'Dwyer, former democratic party candidate

• 47CD
Assembly points for the parade was bounded by 37th

Street on the south and 41st Street on the north, all west
of the Avenue of the Americas.

Approximately 12 members of the National Renaissance «

Party (NRP) held a counter demonstration on the southeast
corner of 42nd Street and the Avenue of the Americas behind
police barricades. These counter demonstratbra; cartied
the flag of the NRP and plaque card stating "Karl Marx was a
Jew" and "Red Commies Are Behind The Nigger Riots.' The
counter demonstration also included approximately 12 members
of the Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) carrying American flags

and wearing World War II helmet liners. The YAF counter demon-

strators also carried a sign reading "Kill A Commie For Christ.

A characterization of the NRP la
attached hereto in the Appendix.

CONFIDENTIAL
-3- •
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Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

The VALB has been designated
pursuant to Executive Order 10450

Characterizations of the YAWP. YSA, SDS,
WWP, MPIPR, DCA and ASU are attached
hereto in the Appendix.

Distributed at the assembly for the parade and
subsequently at the rally held in Central Park were the
following publications: "The Daily World," "The Militant,"
"Young Socialist J' and copies of "WIN? a self-described
publication of the War Resisters League, as well as copies
of "Workers World." In addition, numerous leaflets protesting
the war in Vietnam were distributed throughout the area.

s
The "Daily World" is an east
coast Communist newspaper.

Characterizations of "The Militant,''
"Young Socialist," and "Workers
World are attached hereto in the
Appendix.

Also observed were banners carried by the SWP and
the YSA on the theme of "End the War in Vietnam - Bring the
Troops Home" which were carried by the Columbia YSA, the
New York YSA, and the SWP - New York Local (NYL). (

A characterization of the SWP-NYL
• is attached hereto in the Appendix.

Additional signs observed were the following: "Free
the Panther 21, End the Racist Frame-Up," "The Panther Political
Prisoners Must Be Set Free," and "Bring the Troops Home Now."

A characterization of the Black Panther
Party (BPP) is Attached hereto In the
Appendix.

»jj^NT]CONFIDENTIAL
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Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

The following organizations were identified by signs
or plaque cards at the several assembly points for the parade
and during the actual parade:

Youth Against War and Fascism (YAWF)
SWP
Young Socialist Alliance (YSA)
Workers World Party_(WWP)
The New Democratic coalition
New York Medical Committee for Peace
War Resisters League
Veterans and Reservists to End the War in Vietnam
Student Mobilization Committee to End the War in Vietnam^
Jewish Philharmonic Group
Students for Peace, Borough of Manhattan Community Colleg
Committee for Peace Sponsored By the New York Medical

College, The Flower Fifth Avenue Hospital and the
Metropolitan Hospital

Librarians for Peace
C.W. Post College - Students for a Democratic Society (SE

Hunter College - SDS
F.D.R. Democrats for Peace
Riverside Democrats
Movimiento Pro Independencia de Puerto Rico (MPIPR)
Veterans of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade (VALB)
Boston Contingent of Veterans for Peace
CP Contingent, New York, state
WEB Du Bois Clubs of America (DCA)
American Servicemen's Union (ASU) ,

Peace and Freedom Party
Berks County, Pennsylvania, Against the War
Catholic Peace Fellowship
Fifth Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee
Women's Strike for Peace

—- Boston Socialist Workers Party
Lower East Side Mobilization for peace Action
Rhode Island 01 - CAP
Boston Area for Peace in Vietnam

CONF^OTIAL
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Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

Observed In the parade assembly area were Mark Rudd,
Jerry Clyde Rubin, and his girl friend, Nancy Kurshan^-

"The Columbia Spectator," a Columbia College
daily newspaper, in its issue of February 9,
1968, noted that Mark/Rudd left for Mexico
on February 5> 19^8, with 19 other represen-
tatives of SDS on a two week visit to.Cubg.
Rudd and the others traveled by way of"
Mexico in order to evade State Department
restrictions on travel to certain Communist
countries. They were to return in March by
way of Canada.

The parade proceeded north to Central Park and enter<
the park at 59th Street. The first contingent headed by a
group from the ASU arrived at the bandshell at 2:50 p.m. It
was estimated that some 2,000 persons were in the park at the
site of the rally before the arrival of the first parade unit.
At the rally site in Central Park there were two tables at
which literature waa sold by the SMC.

conp:3^ENTZAL
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Peace Mobilization
April 4-6, 1969

The formal program in the park began at approximately
3:40 p.m. with the^ singing of several folk songs by the Reverend
Frederick Douglas s)\Kirkpatrick identified as an officiaI""bf
1foe~Southern Christian. Leadership Conference (SCLC).

> During the rally held at the bandshell in Ce^t'raT'-/'
Park, Al Evanoff acted as Co-Chairman along withjpssle \pavis^
EvanofT^staTed he was a fighter against the war in Vietnam
and a trade unionist. He gave no speech but introduced several
of the speakers. Davis introduced the speakers for the second
half of the program and he described the gathering as being a
force for "peace power." He called for support for the 21
members of the BPP who had recently been arrested and also

called upon those present to sent .contributions to the Black
Panthers so that they could make bail. In addition, he
requested those present to participate in the demonstration at

100 Center Street, New York City, on April 11, i960, in
support of the 21 arrested BPP members and called for everyone
attending the rally to come to Central Park on April 15, 19°9>
to participate in a rally to be sponsored by welfare groups.
This latter rally was announced as being held to oppose a
"conspiracy" by the New York State legislature against black
people in particular in reducing their welfare payments.

^
CONFIDENTIAL
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Peace Mobilization
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At approximately 3:50 p.m. Dixie Bayo was introduced
as the first speaker at the rally* Bayo began her speech
addressing the audience as "companeroa and stated that "we 11

one puepxe wi out? oiiajtu wunu, uxtiuit, rucx'vy nxucuio , one
people of Asia, Africa and Latin America are angry and that
these groups are suffering everyday tne consequences of the
most brutal exploitation by American masters and that they
had learned that they could not have peaces long as American
exploitation exists/ Inasmuch as American monopolists would
not leave these countries voluntarily, Bayo stated that "our
people learned that the only answer to a counter-revolutionary
violence is revolutionary violence." She continued that
imperialism is exposing itself in barbaric ways in Vietnam
and that the Puerto Ricans in fighting for the independence
of their country fight the same enemy of the Vietnamese people
and she expressed the solidarity of the Puerto Rican people
with the National Liberation Front of South Vietnam as the
true representatives of the Vietnamese people and urged
support for the demand of the immediate withdrawal of American
troops from Vietnam. She pointed out that the campaign
against the compulsory draft in Puerto Rico has been very
successful and that for the last three years hundreds or cases or
resistance have been postponed, and since the war in Vietnam,
not one single Puerto Rican has been indicted in these matters
and that thousands have expressed publicly "Hell No We Won't

be moved in a demand for community control of education, welfare
and health; that black political prisoners be freed as well',
as Puerto Rican political prisoners and that United States
troops be immediately withdrawn from Vietnam and that Puerto »

Rico be given its freedom now.

A characterization of the MPIPR-MYM
Is attached hereto in the Appendix*

conp:
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The next speaker was Beulah Sanders who began her
speech at approximately 4;00 p.m. with the reading of a
telegram which she stated was being sent to President Nixon,
the Secretary of Defense, United States Congressmen, the
Ways and Means Committee, the Armed Forces Committee and Governor
Rockefeller of New York State. This telegram stated that the
war in Vietnam his a direct and clear relationship to the war
on the poor in New York City and that the Federal Government
is spending thirty million dollars a day in Vietnam to kill
innocent people while the State Government in New York City
reduces the amount a person on welfare is to live on to
sixty cents a day. The reading of the telegram continued that
the New York State welfare cut equals one hundred fifty million
dollars while the Federal Government spends that much in a
week in Vietnam and Governor Rockefeller spends four times as

much in building the mall in Albany. Sanders, in reading the
telegram further demanded that the war in Vietnam be stopped
immediately and that the thirty million dollars a day saved
be diverted into meeting the domestic needs in this country.

At the conclusion of the reading by Sanders, the Master
of Ceremonies requested that all in favor of sending the telegram
to Rockefeller and Nixon say "Aye"and there was an overwhelming
response on the part of the audience.

4?c
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The next speaker was introduced as "the man who is
taking most of the chances to be before this mike, one which
we came to hear, one which the hundreds of GIs are here to
listen to as their spokesman." The speaker was identified as
the GI representative at this meeting and the person who would
speak on behalf of the GIs - RichardApartright. j .

Cartright began his talk at approximately 4:05 p.m.
and his speech was interrupted by a group carrying Vietcong
flags and pigs' heads on sticks trying to take over the speaker's
platform but were prevented from doing so by units of the New
York City Police Department (NYCPDj.

In his speech, Richard Cartright spoke of the soldier's
right to assemble under the guarantee of the First Amendment

«4-af t±A V. ex Vtal<aiu/4 4+ ua« <mm/M»lil r\n+- + r> rtrt SA Hp "Pel +. A.1 Brt

it was a human right to speak out against the war and stated that
soldiers had the right to speak out, the same as any human being.

He noted that the GI protest was a new phenomenon and
as examples referred to the GI newspapers which he r alleged were
being published at twenty bases. He also noted how "Coffee
Houses" were established at various military bases and urged
civilian support noting that this was a very important aspect
_ A J_l A. — _ — A A- A.\ HTI . ...I... 4.1* ~. ...» «•
ql tne program to «u>bib<i mic ui*b e^aniri* wis via* .

He referred to the Presidio case and how the twenty-
seven GI's involved spoke out regarding the "inhuman" conditions
in the stockade. He urged the crowd to support the release of '

the Presidio people.

Cartright also spoke of the "Fort Jackson" case. He
indicated a group of GI's there circulated a petition against
the Vietnam war and how they secured several hundred signatures.
He mentioned how some of the GI's involved were harrassed and how
several were arrested on all kinds of charges.

CONFJ^NTIAL
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Cartright urged public support of the GI's who were
resisting the Vietnam war in the armed forces. He indicated
that if several hundred GI's who were present at the demonstration
could make this sacrifice and probably face military harassment
for doing so, the civilians could likewise help them by also
protesting.

After Cartright»s speech, a guerrilla theater group
known as the Pageant Players put on a skit ridiculing the
American presence in Vietnam.

During this period there was a slight disruption at
the stage of the rally and group chants were heard stating,
"Free the Panthers 21, Power to the People."

At approximately 4:25 p.m., the next speaker was
introduced as Professor Howard Zinn, who stated as follows:

Professor Zinn said that we are tired of waiting for
the government to end the war, that the best way to stop the
war is for the United States to pack up and get out of Vietnam
right now. He said that there is nothing in Vietnam that belongs
to the United States. That the responsibility, for the deaths
in Vietnam, belongs in Washington and that the coffins of those
brought back from Vietnam, should be piled up on the White
House lawn, to remind the President and the country where the
responsibility lies for those deaths. <

Professor Zinn stated that there is something wrong with
the political and economic system of this country and great changes
are going to have to be made in this country to make it liveable.
He said that the rich have always run this country and they are
still running it. He .stated that there is something wrong with
justice in this country when Eldridge Cleaver has to stay in
hiding and James Eastland is in the Senate. He said that
this situation should be reversed. Zinn stated that there never
has been justice in this country for the poor people or the black
people.

CONF IAL
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He said that we cannot trust this government with
the lives of our children and it is time to declare our
Independence from it. That we must create a new political
force in this country, from the people who are sick and tired
of war and racism and everything that is rotten and corrupt
in this country.

He concluded by stating that we need revolutionary
changes in this country and we are going to have to learn how
to make a revolution.

At approximately 4:36 p.m., Ossie Davis, one of the
Co-Chairmen of the rally, spoke and stated that they were
there to express their determination to have peace and power
and that in thinking of the 21 black young men (members of the
BPP) that if these 21 young black men were in Vietnam killing
the South and North Vietnamese the world would make them
heroes. He then asked support for the defense of the "21"

and stated that funds were to be sent to the BPP care of Box 1224,
Brooklyn, New York, and then announced the appearance of the
Reverend Frederick Douglass Kirkpatrick, who he described as
a man who is a fighter and artist and a musician and "a man
with a message and a guitar." Frederick Douglass Kirkpatrick
spoke at approximately 4:40 p.m. and exhorted the group to
"get the brothers out of Jail," eulogized Martin Luther King
saying that while Doctor King was talking about integration he
was "the golden voice of America," but when he spoke out "against
the evil injustice of this country in reference to the war in
Vietnam he became a staunch enemy of Brother Hoover," and that
Brother Hoover "called him the most notorious liar in the .

world." He further s.aid that in the next four years, under the
Nixon regime, there would be more people framed up and thrown
in jail then there was back in the 1930*8 and appealed for
contributions to the Panthers and stated "Let us march together,
fight together, and get them out. of Jail because whether you
know It or not you are in the mist of a revolution." He then

C0NFl3%IAL
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began to sing "When one man's got a million and another ain't
got a dime, that's when law and »order is just another name
for crime " His second song was "Mommy why was a darkie
born?" and his last song was "I'm gonna lay down my burden,
down by the riverside." As the song ended, the crowd in
the audience began to shout, "Hell No We Won't Go," again and
again*

At approximately 4:50 p.m., Ossle Davis stated that
the sentiments expressed by the Reverend Kirkpatrick were "our
sentiments" and announced that on April 15, 19°9> there would
be a rally here (in Central Park) to protest to the "real war,

the dangerous war in our country, the legislature in New York
with respect to the reduction in welfare funds by the New York
State" government." Davis then introduced the next speaker as
"the one and only Dave Dellinger."

Dave Dellinger spoke beginning at approximately
4:53 P.m. and spoke against the war in Vietnam. He said that
the "Hell No" slogan was started by the 01' s; that there had
been a frame-up of Black people; that during the McCarthy
period the peace movement was confused and demoralized, but that
~ 4 * ...» n mm 1 nnrrA-n i4amAMl4*srf* that. f.Vi a AtriPiM nAn f.nvp rnmentilUn TlObO IJV AVIlgW *»W*1*WA V»««»W *r.»W - — — _ — -r _ _ - — -

can't wage war against the American people.

Dellinger further stated that he was with Bobby Seale
in San Francisco when a call came from New York advising Seale
of the arrest of Panthers for planning to blow-up department
stores. Dellinger stated that Seale commented that the charge
was "stupid" as "there are people in the stores."

uexxxnger sia^eu inai> ainue unc urac wcu» ivb u,a w

of people were coming into the peace movement; that the GI's,
the Panthers, and the National Liberation Front were welcome
and needed to obtain solidarity.

Dellinger said that the United States Government
had to escalate the air war since everytime they moved on the
ground they were caught in a trap; that they were doing this,
not to win the war, but to punish the people of Vietnam and to
try and convince the American people that they would get a
better deal at Paris. Be said that there were only two things foi

CONFIDENTIAL
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the Americans to negotiate at Paris: 1) How many days needed
to bring the troops home, and 2) How much to pay Vietnam for
the damage done to the country, since no price could be put
on the lives that were lost.

T>/iT 1 4nrtftw Anni\1n/1a<4 h4a tolV hv 4 r»+.T»r»rtno A «rr Art pi crht:

minute tape of "Greetings" from the number two person, a woman,
on the North Vietnam negotiating team at Paris*

A characterization of the MLF
is attached hereto in the Appendix*

At approximately 5:05 p.m., a recorded message by
Mrs. Nguyen Thi Binh, identified as the representative of the
South Vietnam National Front for Liberation to the Paris
Conference on Vietnam, was played. This recording was very
difficult to understand because it was given with a heavy
Vietnamese accent. However, on April 11, 196*9* * tenth source,
who has furnished reliable information in the past, made available
_ —.1 iW4 m »a,lk WKI^ti mm*, fairfch AM follow* 2m V* n , •».« ——
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"Dear American friends,

"On behalf of South-Vietnamese patriots fighting for
independence and freedom in our country, I wish to extend t6
to you, participants in the April 5, 1969 anti-war march and
rally in New-York, my friendly greetings for solidarity.

"I warmly welcome your rally, co-sponsored by the Nation-
al Mobilization Committee to end the War in Vietnam and the Fifth
Avenue Vietnam Peace Parade Committee, demanding that the Nixon
government end the war, bring the troops home and give full free-
dom for black and Spanish-speaking people. I wish to welcome
in particular the G-.Is present at this rally and to all GIs in
general who have joined In ever greater numbers the anti-war
movement.

"The population of South-Vietnam harbours no enmity
towards the American people. We only want to live in peace and
freedom on the land bequeathed to us by our forefathers. We
do not want that sons of the American people die needles sly in ~

South-Vietnam, aid the wealth of the American people be squandered
overthere. But we have been forced to take up arms to fight back
a gigantic army, involving more than one half million of G.Is,
sixty thousand troops of the satellite countries and more than
eight hundred thousand mercenaries of the Saigon administration
set up by the United States in South-Vietnam, an army which uses
daily most savage menas of war to devastate our country and massac
out compatriots.

"Faced with the setbacks it has suffered both in South*
and North-Vietnam, the Johnson government has been compelled
to stop the bombing of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam and
sit together with the South-Vietnam National Front for Liberation
at the four-party Conference on Vietnam in Paris. The Paris
Conference on Vietnam has dragged on more than two months and a
half, and a few days ago held its eleventh session, but contrary
to the hopes of the whole mankind, especially tho* of the
Vietnamese and American peoples who directly bear the terrible
consequences of that cruel war, the conference has made no

.

progress*

-15-
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"At the conference table, the delegate of the United
States government has repeatedly stated about the American will
to "search peace" in South-Vietnam, but in fact, since President
Nixon took office, his administration has been pursuing and
even intensifying the United States war of aggression in South-
Vietnam. At present, the total effectives of United States,
satellite and Saigon troops have been brought to some 1,500,000
men. The number of flights and the quantity of bombs • dropped
by B.52s on heavily populated areas, resulting in mass-massacre
of civilians, have increased at least by a half as compared with
the previous time, with a daily average of about 1,500 tons. In
towns still temporarily occupied by them, the United States and
the Saigon administration are intensifying the repression of
those who are demanding independence and peace, regardless of
their social belonging: students, intellectuals, buddhists. . .etc. .

.

"Facts in South-Vietnam prove that the Nixon adminis-
tration is still reluctant to give up its wicked designs to
maintain at any cost the warlike and rotten Thieu-Ky-Huong
administration in order to realize its ambition of dominating
our country. Recently the United States government has stated
many times about the reed of so-called "private talks," as if that
is the key for a solution to the Vietnam problem. Acting on
orders of the United States, the head of the Saigon administration
Nguyen-van-Thieu has voiced his demand for private talks with the
NLF. But at the same time, he declared his "opposition to the witl
drawal of United States forces from South-Vietnam" and demanded
the dissolution of the NLF.

"it is obvious that this is not a serious proposal, but
a mere trick of the Nixon administration, aimed at covering up *

its policy of war intensification in South-Vietnam and coping
with public opinion in the United States and in the world, which
is urging for an end to the war. The important problem does
not lie in the way the talks may be held, privately or In plenary
session, but* in whether the United States government is willing
to settle peacefully the South-Vietnam problem, on the basis of
the respect of the fundamental national rights of the Vietnamese
people or not.

CONFIDENTIAL
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"The South-Vietnam National Front for Liberation
has come to the Paris Conference* with a serious attitude and
the goodwill to find a political solution to the South-Vietnam
problem, which would bring real independence and freedom to our
people. The key problem is that the United States must totally
and unconditionally withdraw its own troops as well as those
of its satellites from South-Vietnam. This is a legitimate
demand, fully consistent with right and morals, with the interests
of the Vietnamese and the American peoples,

"If the Nixon administration really wants to end the
war in Vietnam, we are ready to talk with It. But if it
continues to nurture its designs of dominating our country,
the people and National Front for Liberation of South-Vietnam
cannot bet continue their Just fight, until real independence
and freedom are won. Throught the current offensive by the
armed forces of the NLF backed by the South-Vietnam population,
once more the South-Vietnam population are voicing firmly
their legitimate right to self-defen e, the right to self-
determination of any salf-respected people who refuse to be
subdued by violence.

"The honorable way for the United States government
is not to pursue an inhumane and costly war, which impairs the
prestige of the United States, but to put an end to this war,

and repatriate all the G.I.s. The United States government
must be held responsible before the American people for
squandering the GI's lives in South-Vietnam.

"I wish your march and rally the best successes. On
this opportunity, I wish to express out indignation at the new *

base act of repression by the Nixon administration, in indicting
Dave Dellinger, Tom Hayden, Rennle Davis and five other friends,
in an attempt to stamp out the anti-war movement in the United
States. People who are demanding an end to the war, an end to
the slaughter of Vietnamese children, are not guilty. Guilty
are precisely those who, in the name of- the American nation, are
daily raining napalm to incinerate South-Vietnamese children. We
fully support your courageous fight against war, poverty, racism,
for a healthier society worthy of the fine traditions of freedom
and justice of the American nation. I send you my best greetIn,

for solidarity*"

.17- : .
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At approximately 5:15 p.au* Bellinger stated that the
United States, which had started the action in Vietnam and then
wantai'tp have it approved in Chicago, had indicted eight demon-
strators for crossing state lines and using interstate facilities
to start a riot. Dellinger said that these demonstrators have
decided to call themselves the "Conspiracy" because that was
one of the charges, and with that statement, he said that some
of his co-conspirators were there today and first of all he
wanted to introduce "Mad Dog Jerry Rubin.

"

At approximately 5:l6 p.m., Jerry Rubin began his talk
by stating "Hello» fellow conspirators. I want to say a special
hello to EldridgeVCleaver, who is in the audience." Rubin
pointed out that lie had jusfuouie from Ca-rrfornia where he met
with other conspirators and that Bobby Seale stated that 5,000
Black Panthers were going to be in the streets of Chicago
when the trial begins. Rubin said that he was worried about
the fact that the atmosphere on the stage was a little bit
like a police state. He aided that Seale wanted to come to
New York, but that he is restricted to California and that
when they (those under indictment) go to Chicago on Wednesday,
they (the government) are going to try to restrict their travel
because they (the government) claim that everything they do is

Inciting people to riot. Rubin said that they are not going
to accept the travel restrictions and that the indictment against
them as well as the indictment against the panthers are the
final dying gasp of a dying empire and that it was up to them
(the people indicted

1

in Chicago) to "knock the final nails in

the coffin" and the best way to do that is by freeing themselves
Rubin pointed out that they can free themselves by bringing
the high schools and colleges to a close and that the best way
they could overthrow the power structure was to bring the war. %

home. Rubin stated that this "is a conspiracy - this is the
first meeting of the conspiracy" aid with that introduced
"another conspirator - Abbie."

0
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Bobby Seale is publicly known
as Chairman of the BPP and
Eldridge Cleaver is publicly
known as Minister of Information
of the BPP.

Abbie Hoffman then spoke and stated that he had two
friends with him, one was "Cousin Clyde" from the "Hell's
Angels" and the other was Ben Ortiz, who Hoffman said was
facing five years in Chicago for inciting to riot. Hoffmaris
speech was replete with profanities and obscenities and
initially noted that he disapproved of the presence of the
police in the area of the rally. 'He first spoke about the
word "repression" and said that what is happening to the
panthers and what is going on all over the country is a sign
of repression. He urgfcd the audience to organize and pointed
out that this rally was an anti-war demonstration and that
the next demonstration would be a pro-war demonstration because
this would be the beginning of the spring offensive. He
concluded with the remark that "this is a dying system and these
are symptoms of the dying system and we, the conspiracy, are
going to dance on the grave of this system, free the panthers."

On the evenings of May 11 and 12, 1968,
"At Random" television program was aired
on the Columbia Broadcasting System
Television (CBS-TV) , Channel Two, Chicago,
Illinois, with Moderator John Madigon.
Among the participants on part two of
these programs was Abbie Hoffman, who *

identified himself as a representative
of the Youth International Party (YIP) •

During the ensuing discussion, Hoffman
was asked if he was in favor of the

; overthrow of the United States Government
by the Moderator and Hoffman replied
that he was in favor of the overthrow of
the United States Government by any meant -

possible.

-19-
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At this point the audience took up the chant
"Free the panthers, (Obscene) the system," which was repeated
several times.

TWe next speaker was Ben Ortiz who introduced
himself as 'Benjamin" and pointed out that this was supposed

to be an anti-war rally, but said "We got a war at home let's

deal with it. This is revolution. Let's deal with revolution

at home." He stated that this was going to be a long summer

arid that something has got to happen this summer and urged

the people when they left here to make a change to do something

in going back to the colleges, the high schools, and the family
and to do it "with a fist. 1

' He said that they wanted to stop

the war and to bring the troops home, that the war is in America
and urged the audience to go to the White House and stated that

"You put it up you can take it down if they don't change.

At approximately 5:30 p.m., Ossie Davis made an
announcement that there would be a party that evening on West
43rd Street for GIs and that on April 11, 19o9* at 9:00 a.m.

there would be a mass demonstration at 100 Center Street, New

York City, in support of the Panther 21. He then paid tribute

to the FAVPPC in arranging for this rally and said that there
were an estimated one hundred thousand persons there at that

time and solicited contributions from the audience on behalf

of the FAVPPC and the other committees involved in arranging

this demonstration. He then stated that music ."to gi/e money

by" would be provided by BarbaraADane and PhllftOchs. /?/
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Barbara Dane made a few remarks concerning the war in
Vietnam and pointed out that in one country, South Vietnam, they
have a leader who can walk in the streets without police protection
Ho Chi Minh. She then sang a song about him.

At approximately 4:45 p.m., Phil Ochs was Introduced
by the Chairman, Ossie Davis, and sang a song titled, n0n
March 10, the Battle of New Orleans ." This was followed
by another song by Ochs called, "All* Quiet in the Western Front."

At approximately 5:47 p.m., Ossie Davis introduced
r
the next speaker who he identified as Xd.C. " - the "Field Marshall
of the National Black Panther Party." *

, .

D.C. began bis speech by saying "power to the people,
power to the people"and stated that he had a message for the
T,pigs" which was that "you don't have Eldridge (Cleaver)." He
quoted on two occasions from the "Red Book" (writings of Mao
Tse Tung) page 83 - 84 and said that they would not fight fire witt

firej that they (BPP) would not fight racism with racism, but
would fight racism with solidarity; that they would not fight
capitalism with black* capitalism, but with the implementation
of socialism and socialist programs for.the people. He said
that "all peoples and revolutionaries must defend themselves
with organised guns and force when attacked by the pig power
structure. The socialist system will eventually replace the

^ CONFIDENTIAL
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capitalist racist system." D.C.* said that this was an objective
law, independent of man 1 s will and is in the "Bed Book" on page 24.

Ke urged support for the 21 BPP members arrested by
the NYCPD during the week and also praised Huey Newton of the
BPP and stated that the Panther 21, as well as Huey Newton
must be set free. D.C. stated that it was time to recognize
that the struggle in Vietnam and the struggle in America by
black people are all one struggle, a struggle against "capitalistic
imperialistic, racist pigs." He further said that "pigs are
standing in the way of history," and that people will smash
these "pigs" end that the people must demonstrate that they did
r\r\+ rrn alt-trier +-Vi 4-Via iftanVa Sffalnef. +K o VO o*"»V cnmiminl t.v AH..WW UXVtiQ WAV.. V**W V*W ¥V*VihV WyMMW W V»tW «T ^ W WIIlllWl* —J
personified in the attacks against the BPP.

At approximately 6:03 p.m. the rally was terminated
by Ossie Davis, who urged the audience to go on' and keep
"peace and power" in front of them.

Special Agents of the FBI estimated the size of the
parade as it passed the vicinity of 58th Street and the Avenue

30,000 persons, the majority of whom were teenagers, high—

I

school youth and "hippie types." It was also noted that many -1

of the marchers on arriving at 59th Street adjacent to the
south side of Central Park did not enter the park but moved
out of the line of march at that point. It was further noted
that the number of persons in Central Park adjacent to the
bandshell area constantly changed with people coming and going
and that at any one time the total number of persons in that * •
4*<waa avsA +Ka ay*aa 4 ******a st 4 a^aUr fliti*f*Aiin^4n/y 4* Via Kon/4oV\Al 1 AAA

not exceed five to six thousand persons. .
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/
^^^^fadviBed that the first four indivi-

duals name's ftoove JfeTS charged with inciting to riot and the
latter two were charged with disorderly conduct.

On April 18, 1969, a Special Agent (SA) of the FBI
checked the records of the New York Criminal Court, 100 Center
Street, New York City, regarding the aforementioned arrests
and determined that Richard Holland and Stephen Holland were
charged with inciting to riot, unlawful assembly and resisting
arrest at 2:30 p.m. in the vicinity of 40th Street and the
Avenue of the Americas, New York City. Barry M. Eckstein also
known as Martin Barry was charged with resisting arrest and
disorderly conduct at the same time and location and David M.
Bakst was charged with inciting to riot, resisting arrest and
disorderly conduct at the same location and time. John Kelly
and Ray Roche were charged with disorderly conduct at approximately

• 3:15 p.m. in the vicinity of 40th Street and 6th Avenue, New
York City. The records of the court further reflected that with
respect to the arrests and arraignments of April 5, 1969* all
were out on bond for hearings in June, 1969. Stephen Holland
is to appear in court on June 16, 1962* while the other five
are to appear in court on June 20, 1969.

Copies of this communication are being designated for
United States Attorney (USA), Southern District of New York (SDNY),
USA, Eastern District of New York (EDNY), 108th Military Intelli-
gence Group, Naval Investigative Service Office (NISO), Office
of Special Investigation (OSI), and Secret Service, New York City.

-24-
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1.

AMERICAN SERVICEMEN'S UNION

American 5ervlceme7iTsHJnTo7r"niSuJ, foraeTTIurlng earl^ 1968,
maintains headquarters at 15o Fifth Avenue, New York, New York.
ASU is dominated and controlled by the Workers World Party (WWP)
and is designed to advance WWP efforts to undermine United States
political and military objectives abroad by fomenting discontent
among military enlisted personnel and by calling for establishmer
of a servicemen's union* ASU' a chief propaganda weapon is public
tion of "The Bond - The Serlcemen's Newspaper", which is widely
circulated at military installations free of charge and at times
unsolicited.II that tne ASU Chairman Is
ANDREW DEA^^P^^ffffoSSfPfHy^Ischarged from the United States
Army in April, 1968. STAPP is a member of the WWP. "ASU" and
"The Bond11 are terms used interchangeably In connection with WWP
interests in military matters. The former has no real existence
apart from the latter, since the publication is the primary meant
of generating interest among and communicating with servicemen
interested in formation of a union. The union does not function
as an organisation at this time. It has, however, been given
much publicity In each edition of "The Bond".

' A characterization of. the WWP Is set
out separately.
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BLACK PANTHER PARTY

According to its official newspaper, the Black
Panther Party (BPP) was started during December, 1966, in
Oakland, California, to organize black people so they can
take control of the life, politics, and the destiny of the
black community. It was organized by BOBBY GEORGE SEALS,
BPP Chairman, and HUEY P. NEWTON, BPP Minister of Defense

.

NEWTON is presently serving a sentence of 2 to 15 years on a
conviction of manslaughter in connection with the killing of
an Oakland police officer.

The official newspaper, "The Black Panther", which
further describes itself as the 'iBlack Community News Service",
states that the BPP advocates the use of guns and guerrilla
tactics in its revolutionary program to end oppression of the
black people. Residents of the black community are urged to
arm themselves against the police who are consistently
referred to in the publication as "pigs 15 who should be killed.

"The Black Panther" issue of September 7» 1968,
contains an editorial by BPP Minister of Education, GEORGE
MASON MURRAY, which ends with the following:

"Black men. Black people, colored persons of
America, revolt everywhere* Arm yourselves. The only culture
worth keeping is a revolutionary culture. Change. Freedom
everywhere. Dynamite i Black Pover. Vae the gun. «till the
pigs everywhere."

Included in the introduction to an article appearing
(

in the October 5, 1968, edition of "The Black Panther" is the
statement, "... we will not dissent from American Government,
we Will overthrow it."

Issues of "The Black Panther" regularly contain
quotations from the writings of Chairman MAO Tse-tung of the
People »s Republic of China and feature- MAO*a statement th*
"political power grows out of the barrel of a gun."

The national headquarters of the BPP is located at

3106 Shattuck Avenue, Berkeley, California. Branches nave been
established at various locations throughout the United States.
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MTT.TTAHT LABOR FORUM

wy^T¥^ that public foruns

are regularly sponsored by the Socialist Workers < S^p
New ?or£ Local <HYL> on Friday evenings, and are held a^SWP

Headquarters, 873 Broadway, New York, New York. These are

called Militant Labor Forums.

A characterization of the SWP-NYL is

set out separately.

CONF
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MOVIMIENTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO
(Puerto Rican Independence Movement) (Mfipk)

The MPIPR was organised in November, 1959* at
Ponce, Puerto Rico, to v.ork for the independence of Puerto
Rico, It has an estimated membership of between 1,000 and
1,300 people with missions throughout the island of Puerto
Rico and in New York, New York; Chicago, Illinois; and
Buffalo, New York.

At the time the KPIPR vms organised, it indicated
that it did not advocate violence but would accept members
who did. JUAN MARI BRAS, the founder and dominant leader of
this organization, in a speech during March, 1964, threatened
violence comparable to that in Algeria, 1964, if Puerto Rico
became a state within the United States. A source reported
ir. 1966, that a leader of the MPIPR has indicated that ''the

v/cjution" would soon begin and another source advised that
.mother official of this organisation has attempted to obtain
a number of automatic pistols.

Articles praising FIDEL CASTRO and the Cuban
Government regularly appear in the MPIPR publications. In
1961, the MPIPR adopted" a resolution expressing a 100
percent approval of and solidarity with the Cuban revolution.
It sent a delegation to the Tri-continental conference of
African, Asian, and Latin American People, held in Havana,
Cuba, during January, 1966, and it maintains a permanent
delegate to the Secretariat located in Havana.

The press of Puerto Rico has reported that the
MPIPR has held numerous demonstrations protesting compulsory
military service of Puerto Rlcans and United States policy in
Vietnam and the Dominican Republic.

In December, 1966, the Governor of Puerto Rico
signed into law a bill calling for a plebiscite on July 23*
1967, to determine the future political status of Puerto Rico,
The plebiscite denounced vociferously by the MPIPR as ''an

act of Yankee imperialism to maintain the colonial status of
Puerto Rico," resulted in an overwhelming endorsement of the
present Free Associated State status.

.28-
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MOVIMISNTO PRO-INDEPENDENCIA DE PUERTO RICO (CONT'D^

Resolutions adopted at the 7th National Assembly

solidarity with ''Black Power" in the United States, and an

egression of solidarity with the ' National Liberation .

movements in Venezuela, Columbia and Guatemala.

-29-
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1.

MOVIMIENTO PRO INDEPENDENCEA

'

DE PUERTO RICO (PUERTO RICAN
INDEPENDENCE MOVEMENT) (MPIPR) -

NEW YORK MISSION (NYM)

xnar xne wew
York Mission (NYM) of the Movimiento Pro Independencia de
Puerto Rico <MPIPR) was organized on August 6, 1961, in New
York City.

" ~

that the NYM
is also Known as the "Mision Vito Marcantonio," The source
further advised that the NYM continues to support and promote
all of the aims and principles of the MPIPR as set forth
by the headquarters of the MPIPR in Puerto Rico.

M ^advised that on
October l«^i967, the membershipoftheNYT^greed to support
the newer revolutionary line of JUAN MARI BRAS, Secretary
General of the MPIPR.

on December 3, 1967, the offices of the NYM were movedfrom
336 East 13th Street, New York, New York, to. the Casa Puerto
Rico which is the meeting and social hall of the NYM at
106 East l«»th Street, New York,New York.

A characterization of the MPIPR
is set out separately.

COAXAL
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NATIONAL RENAISSANCE PARTY

that the National
O o 4 «* e a w\ j* 4 V5TTH .TfiWRC W
MADOI.E, who continues to serve aa its National Director
and is in complete control of the NRP.

^ ^/ht? Nhr as
anti-Sera\tJcBudne^-^ascTe^orKanl sation.

MADOLE. an of October
_ %$ t

that JAMES H,

ctnsuteci a printed "program
of ';Iio NrtP", which rro?yan had as its announced purpose the
establishment of a "Rao .ill Nationalist State". According to
the program, this nould be accomplished by calling a
Constitu'cionalCcnvention to ratify the necessary amendments
to the united States Constitution in order to carry out the
NR? program for the establibhment of a "Racial Nationalist
State".

^^^^^j^i^^^^^^^^JI that as of May 29,
1968, this ""pTolrr?K^!!eH!R?,r re^aTns in effect and that
the anti-Negro and anti-Semitic nature of the NRP is
exemplified by the following excerpts from this proerram:

1. Enact and rigidly enforce legislation to
restrict the benefits of American citizenship to mentally
and genetically sound members of the Caucasian race.

2>_ Enact legislation to prohibit intermarriage between
white and non-white,

3, The Jewish race shall be deprived by suitable
legislation of their American citizenship and shall henceforth
be prohibited from holding any professional, political
or educational posts within the Racial Nationalist State.
The Jew constitutes an alien virus in- our national bloodstream
and, as such, he must be purged from our cultural, economic,

4. Enact legislation to hasten the repatriation
of American Negroes to the newly independent black nations on
the African continent under the auspices and guidance of black
nationalist leadership in the United States,

-31-
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National renaissance party

5. The establishment of a selective immigration
policy whose primary purpose is to attract the best European
racial stcck to the North American Continent in order to
utilize their vast energy and talent in the task of creating
a dynamic, expanding White Empire capable of withstanding the
encroachments of the primitive, colored world led by the Oriental
colossus. Red China
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1^

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY -

NEW YORK LOCAL
^^^^m^^H (that the

SocialistfSirWBI^IWn New York Local (NYL) was

founded in New York City. _ .
.

^ that the SWT

NYL was afflifaWwitnTnWoWeTThe aims oi
1 the National

SWP.

• The SWP has been designated pursuant to

Executive Order 10450. .
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STUDENTS FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY

The students for a Democratic Society (SDS), as it

is knov.n today, came into being at a founding convention held
at Port Huron, Michigan* in June, 1962. The SDS is an
association of young people on the left and has a current
program of protesting the draft, promoting a campaign for .

youth to develop a conscientious objector status, denouncing
United States intervention in the war in Vietnam, and to
"radically transform" the university community, and provide
for its complete control by students. GUS HALL, General
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, when interviewed by a

' representative of United Press International in San Francisco
California, on May 14, 1965, described 'the SDS as a part of
the "rasponsible left" vhich the party has "going for us".
At the June, 1965, SDS National Convention, an anticommunist
proviso was removed from the SDS constitution. In the
October 7, 1966, issue of "Nev Left Notes", the official
publication- or SDS, an SDS spokesman stated that there are ;

some communists in SDS and they are velcome. The national
headquarters of this organisation as of July 24, 1968, was
located in Room 20^, I608 ueot Ite'llcon Street, Chicago,
Illinois.

CONFIDENTIAL
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1^

"THEjWTl^JiT"

"The Militant" Is a weekly newspaper of the

Socialist Workers Party (SWP).

The SWP has heen designated pursuant to-

Executive Order 10450.
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"YOUNG SOCIALIST"

The "Young Socialist" is a magazine published
monthly, except during the summer, by the Young Socialist
Alliance. The October, 196H, edition, the initial editiqn
utilizing the magazine format, relates that this magazine

succeeds the "Young Socialist" newspaper in an effort to

provide "more facts on more general issues than a small
newspaper can".

The "Young Socialist" newspaper was formerly described

as the official organ of the Young Socialist Alliance <YSA)

.

The "Young Socialist" maintains office space at the

headquarters of the YSA, Rooms 532-536, HI Union Square West,

New York City, and has a mailing address of Post Office Box

W71, Cooper Station, New York, New York 10003,

A characterization of the YSA is set out
separately.
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APPENDIX

YOUNG SOCIALIST ALLIANCE

The May, 1960 issue of the "Young Socialist" <YS),
page 1, column 3, disclosed that during April 15-17, 1960, a
national organization entitled "The Young Socialist Alliance"
(YSA) was established at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This
issue stated that this organization was formed by the
nationwide supporter clubs of the publication YS.

The above issue , page 6 , set forth the Founding
Declaration of the YSA. This declaration stated that the YSA
recognizes the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) as the only
existing political leadership on class struggle principles
of revolutionary socialism.

^ _____ that the YSA was
formed aTHt!lBT!9_^^Jy^CfTOP6t various lett socialist
tendencies, particularly members and followers of the SWP. The
source further advised that the YSA has recently become more
open about admitting that it is the youth ^roup of the SWP and
that an SWP representative has publicly stated that the YSA
is the SWP*s youth group.

The National Headquarters of the YSA are located in
Rooms 532-536, m Union Square West, New York City.

Fthat at the
22nd National Convention of tne _.wf neid. in New Yorx City from
October 26, 1967, to October 29, 1967, it was stated that the
YSA remained as the main recruiting ground for new SWP members.

The SWP has been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450.

A characterization of "Young Socialist"
is set out separately.
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YOUTH AGAINST WAF AND FASCISM

that the youth Against War and Fascism (Y/.WF) , fornerly known
as the Anti-Fascist Youth Committee, was established by the
Workers World Party (WWP) in the summer of 1962, to bring
college , and high school youth into the periphery of WWP
activities, and thereby gain recruits for the organization.

^^Jthat^flyerdJstributed by the YAWF descrS
Jrganization as a militant organization of young workers
and %*orker-students for combating war and fascism*

lat the
YAWF main-tains its headquarters at 58 West 25th Street,
New York City, and publishes a magazine called "The Partisan'

" A characterization of the WWP 'is set
out separately.

V

9 a
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V.E.R. DU BO IS CLUBS O1? AMERICA (DCA)

_ _ J a

conference of members of the Communist Party, usa wr t
USA),

including national functionaries, met in Chicago, Illinois,
for the purpose of setting in motion forces for the
establishment of a new national Marxist-oriented youth
organization which would hunt forthe most peaceful transition
to socialism. The delegates were told that it would be
reasonable to assume that the youn<? socialists attracted into
this new organization would eventually pass into the CP
itself.

( Jthat the founding
convention for the new youth organization was held from
June 19 - 21, 1964, at 150 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco,
California, at which time, the name ",E,?. Du Bois Clubs of
Africa (DCA) was adopted. Approximately 500 delegates from
throughout the United States attended this convention.

" that
Mike ZararH^^^^JSA Youtn Ulrec-l&r', 5CHIUU IflSAt in l?e<rro

communities the Party still supported the plan to build "left"
soc ia

^^^jp^j^^j^jp^^^^^jjp^^j^j|^
the Party believes the DCA should have a working class outlook
and be a mass organization favorable to socialism, socialist
countries and Marxism, and in April, 1967, Gus Kali, CP, USA,
General Secretary, indicated that the DCA primary emphasis
should be on developing mass resistance to the draft.

Jarvis Tyne^w?^eTecTec^na^man of the DCA on September 10,

1967, near the conclusion of the Third National Convention of
the DCA held in J'c-w York, New York, from September 8-10, 1967. *

thut Jarvis
Lrman of the DCA

.

Tvner continues in his positionaa

"~^~ZZZI~ J» that
Jarvis Tyner is a member of the National Comm.Ttceeo^Tne^CP# US/.

that the Teadquarters of the DCA. is loc%t*»d at
Street, Kew York, New York.

'I Weal
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"WORKERS WORLD"

APPENDIX

that

the "Workers World" is the official newspaper or the Workers

World Party, published twice monthly, with editorial offices

located at »»6 West 21st Street, New York, New York.

A characterization of the Workers World
Party is set out separately.

CONFIDKfriAL
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470
,. _____ _ _ :hat

on February 12, 1959, a Socialist,.Workers Party (SWP) minority
grouo under the leadership of National Committee member
SAM BALLAN, split from the SWP.

_ _ wmmmmmm lat this minority group, referred to
as the Marcyites, arter"many years of program and policy
differences on varied issues concerning tactics and inter-
pretation of political events, split from the SWP on the
grounds that the Party was liquidating itself by departing
from the Marxist precepts of LEOM TROTSKY and retreating
from the fight for the world Socialist revolution. The
final issue which ultimately forced the split was the minority's
opposition to the SWP regroupment policy which involved
cooperation with the Communist Party (CP) periphery-
individuals characterized by the minority as petty-bourgeois.

The minority program, according to the source, advocated
unconditional defense of "the Soviet Union and has as its goal
the building of a revolutionary party with a complete
proletarian orientation for the purpose of overthrowing
capitalism in the United States and throughout the world.

group ha
at this minority

orId Party.

that the Workers world Party, which maintains headquarters
at 46 West 21st Street, New York, New York, supports the
People 1 s Republic of China in its ideological dispute with the
Soviet Union.

The SWP and CP have been designated pursuant
to Executive Order 10450.
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SAC, Indianapolis (100-17576)

Director, FBI (100-449923)

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, aka
SH - ANA (KEY ACTIVIST)

Eeurairtel and LHH 5/2/69.

Referenced communication sets forth comprehensive
information concerning subject *s appearance in Indianapolis
territory. The fine investigative work and reporting
concerning subject's activities and statements is appreciated
by the Bureau.

5/9/69

PERSONAL ATTENTION

1 - Mr. C. D. Brennan
(Field Supervision)

1 - Mr.

I

1 - Mr. 1

tot*
NOTE:

Hoffman is a Key Activist and a Priority I Security
Index subject of the New York Office. He spoke at St. Joseph's «

College, Rensselaer, Indiana, on 4/15/69. Indianapolis furnislm^
a 46-page LHM, including a transcription of Hoffman's remarks!J!

/

giving complete coverage of his activities from -the time of arrival
in Indiana until his departure. The information reported givis
evidence of aggressive, imaginative and thorough investigation
by the Indianapolis Office.

ALLOCATION CONTAINED

13 UNCLASSIFIED ,

REC-19 10
1© MAT

TELETYPE UNIT I



FD-36 (R«>. 5-22-64)

F B I

Date; 5/6/69

Transmit the following in

Via AIRTEL

(Typt in plaintext or cade)

(Priarity)

-
-I

TO:

PROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

3AC, NEW YORK (IOO-I61M5)
0

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, aka
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:HY)

ReNYairtela 5/6/69 and 5/7/69

ReNYairtel 5/6/69 reflected that the subject
plana to appear at the Fillmore East, 2nd Avenue and
6th Street, NYC, at 8 p.m. on 5/8/69, at an affair
sponsored by the National Emergency Civil Liberties
Committee and The National Lawyers Guild.

All\mivm CONTAINED

MfSBMSIflED

ireau(RM)
1-New York

Sent -M Per



FD-36 (R«». S-22-64)

F B I

Date: 5/9/69

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

PLAINTEXT

Via

(Type in plaintext or code)

(Priority)

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR," FBI 1100^5^9923 J"

SAC, NEW YORK (lOO-l6l445)

ABBOTT HOWARD 'itOFFMAN ate
SM-ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00: NY)

ReNYairtel, 5/8/69.

at an affa
ubject appeared

lergency Civil Liberties

Committee and the National Lawyer 1 s Guild, held at the Fillmore

East, 2nd Ave. and Sixth St., NYC, on the evening of 5/8/69.

fl P subject delivered a rambling, dis-

jointed speech^iliedwlth obscenities, most of which made

little or no sense. During his speech subject began to

remove his clothes and finally appeared before the audience

stark naked. He then capered around the stage trading obscenitie|s

with the audience.

Subject, still on the stage, bpgan to dress again,

this time in hippy-type dothing which he apparently had brought

with him. At no time during his "speech" did he ask for

contributions or refereto his forthcoming trial in Chicago,

Illinois.

It is noted that the above affair was held for the

benefit of the Draft and Military Law panel of the ECLC and

the NLO.

fl) Bureau (RM)

tZ- New York SB MAY 10 1969

—
mm IS IBCLASSEED .M , Per
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VIA TELETYPE

MAY i - )*?^-

FNCIPHERED
332 PM URGENT 5-12-69 JLW

TO DIRECTOR 100-449923 176-34 BOSTON AND CHICAGO

CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE

FROM NEW YORK 100-161445 176-6

0

Mr. D*L<i*<ai-

Mr. Mohr
Mr. Bishop _

Mr. Casper -
Mr. Callahan ,. —
Mr.

Mr. Felt

Mr. Gah
Mr. Rosen-
Mr. Suhi.-anJLe^

Mr. Tare!

—

Mr. Trotter-

Tele,

Miss Holme*
Miaa Gandy.

ABBOTT HOWARD HOFFMAN, AKA? SM - ANA (KEY ACT1VITS)

(00 - NEW YORK) ; ARL (PRINCIPAL SUBJECT) (00 - CHICAGO)

RE CHICAGO AT APRIL FIFTEEN LAST CAPTIONED "DIS-

TURBANCES IN CONNECTION WITH THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL

CONVENTION (TRAVEL OF DEFENDANTS) ARL", COPIES TO ALL

CONTINENTAL OFFICES CONTAINED INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE HANDLING

OF TRAVEL OF SUBJECT.

END PAGE ONE

TELETYPED TO:uiiuiiv, ^^O-. MAY 14 1969

6SIMAY 23 196^/

N ADDITION, ATTEMPT TO ASCERTAI



PAGE TWO

ANY STATEMENTS, CONTACTS, FUNDS RECEIVED AND OR EXPANDED

AND FUTURE PLANS FOR TRAVEL AND OR ACTIVITIES OF SUBJECT,

RECGAT INSTRUCTED THAT NO SURVEILLANCE BE' CONDUCTED

OF SUBJECT WITHOUT BUREAU AUTHORITY. SUBJECT SHOULD BE

CONSIDERED ARMED AND DANGEROUS.

END

WLM R RELAY

m r i.t a r*tt nr»rax wHon uo

c r- flu

.



J

F B I

Date; 5/12/69

•'••>
• Transmit the following in

i

AIETEL
Via _

(Type in plaintext or corfe/

REGISTERED MAIL
(Priority)

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-449923)

: SAC, NEW Y0RK^100-l6l445) (p)

SUBJECT; ABBOTT HOWARD^HOFFMAN aka
SM - ANA
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

KfNYairtel, 5/9/69 and NYtel, 5/12/69, both In
captioned matter.

ALL OTATiON CONTAINED

KKEJ IS UNCLASSIFIED , v

DATE-4£^Y££^f*~

2-Bureau (RM)
1-New York

» MAY 13 1369

Sent .M Per



6-9* (Fry.
o'ticmai re--** "O. t*
f-r" ICHtlpN

6i* GtM. tfC.*MO. IF

UNITED STATES GOvC NMENT

Memorandum
0

TO

FROM

SUBJECT

r

Assistant Attorney General

cr.:::::;Ai, bivic:o:i

Director, FBI

DATE: £/lS/C3

"1MAH0N CONTAINED

Reference is made to
(your file ) .

AirpiW !3 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE^fclBYa^^8^
memorandum dated

Ther
Agent
at

one copy of the report of Special
dated S/3/£2

A.
| |

This covers the preliminary investigation and
no further action concerning a full investigation will be taken
by this Bureau unless the Department so directs.

B. I The investigation is continuing and you will
be furnished copies of reports as they are received.

c - I I
The investigation requested by you has now

been completed. Unless advised to the contrary no further in-
quiries will be made by this Bureau.

D. | | Pursuant to instructions issued by the Depart-
ment, no investigation will be conducted in this matter unless
specifically directed by the Department.

E. I \ Please advise whether you desire any further in-
vestigation.

P. \ 1 This is submitted for your information and you
will be advised of further developments.

G. | | This is submitted for your information and no
further investigation will be conducted unless specifically re-
quested by the Department.

H. | |
This covers the receipt of a complaint and no

further action will be taken by this Bureau unless the Department
so directs.

l!ote: xMco eaelcscd is c cony of crilcle rliicli

Enc* 0 r-rc-rcc in tfco £/~:A~ wj;i^os=sa-C".Tiewt



-750 (2-7-79)

V' ' xxxxxx
xxxxxx
xxxxxx

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

FOIPA DELETED PAGE INFORMATION SHEET

Page(s) withheld entirely at this location in the file. One or more of the following statements, where
ivtrf a sva <-A«i Avnlain fkif Aaz> Indian1IIU1VOKU, T_ ( U1H MdO ViViVklVlli

Deleted under exemption(s) - -— with no segregable

material available for release to you.

I 1 Information pertained only to a third party with no reference to you or the subject of your request.

Information pertained only to a third party. Your name is listed in the title only.

PI Documents) originating with the following government agency(ies)

, was/were forwarded to them for direct response to you.

Page(s) referred for consultation to the following government agency<ies>;

as the information originated with them. You will

be advised or availability upon return oi tne material to ine roi.

Page(s) withheld for the following reason(s): This document , which is a carbon copy,
has not been processed in this file. The ORIGINAL of this document

is to be or has been processed in File
1
1(g~3 " *

r~i
I i m \s* j vui iii«viiiiwi>iwm.

LjU The following number is to be used for reference regarding these pages: J /K m l no -m £T(. L9

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X DELETED PAGE(S) X
6 ma miPi iranftw frit ©
jk m*\jm m m »v*. m i m

XXXXXX FOR THIS PAGE X
xxxxxx xxxxxxxxworwocxxxxx
xxxxxx

Nl/tW



5-22.64)

.V

F B I

Date;

Transmit the following in

AIRTEL

5/15/69

1

1

1

1

1

1

Vio

/Type in plaintext or code)

ntWT«mr.n , iii»

TO :

FROM :

SUBJECT:

'!

(Priority,)

DIRECTOR, FBI f100-44902^

SAC, NEW YORKJ100-161445) (p)

ABBOTT HOWARDTHOFFMAN aka
cur _ AUTA— SUfl
(KEY ACTIVIST)
(00:NY)

ReCGairtel to Bureau. 4/1«5/6q_
NYairtel to Bureau, 5/l4/o9.""

..^l036? f
?f Chicago are two Xerox copies of threearticles written by the subject which are described as follows:

^ 2/15/69 issue of "Win" magazine, mibllsherisemi-monthly by the War Resisters league ^cooperation Sth +h*\ *

New York Workshop in Nonviolence, on fages 7-9?5St2Sd £ %article by the subject entitled f"me fiaSt",'SiS?S
B
H*S.?S. \cX

the subject attacks the medical profession; *" *" """""

2.
u-,^ ^

5516 Marcn
> 1969 issue of "The Realist" magazine^J^fg^SJF* "^.Mr «nd edited by BWlKuSL.

Kya^T«X"M^
t,

T
w,J

i
lltx^a an ar^cxe by the subject Wider the

SSSSX.*?* 0f Gueva~" wherein the subject ispurportedly writing his versions of CHE GUEVARfPs final communica-

M

/"^Bureau (RM)
(2-176-34)

3-
~

3"(1-17^)"45292) (EnClS# 6) (RM)

i f < J

' £TV
^SJgp»Fp p

SpecluBifnt in Charael'ATF JA mJZ. IKTZll^^A



NY 100-161445

3. The "Berkeley Barb", a California newspaper in
its April 11-17, 1969. issue on page 9 contained an article by
the subject entitled T

'F**K the F**G" wherein the subject writes
about his arrest for wearing a flag shirt at the HUAC hearings
in Washington, B.C. last October,

A review of the files of the NYO contained no other
pertinent writings, public statements 09 publications which are
not already in the possession of the Chicago Office. No leads
were set out to other offices in whose territory the subject
has made public appearances, as the above file review indicated
that other offices have been alerted to forward public statements
concerning the subject to the NYO and Chicago.

The NYO will remain alert for any new writings and
public statements concerning the subject and will promptly
forward such material to the Chicago Office for the USA's use.

The subject is scheduled to appear in the Criminal
Court of the City of New York on 5/16/69, in connection with
his arrest by the New York City Police Department on 4/II/69,
for disorderly conduct, resisting arrest and felonious assault.

•

The NYO will follow this court appearance of the
subject.


